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Widespread Violations
Of Ceasefire Charged
By Both Sides Today

_SeerietHeard Two File For
Office Here,
_Around
May Election
Murray

Two more persons have filed
for office in the May 29 election,
Tea years ago a Canadian according to Marvin Harris,
int company employed county court clerk.
Gerald Tabers has announced
2.11110 men and 750 horses to
-harvest 250,000 cords of wood candidacy for city council,
has
annually. Today this same Ward B, and J.D. Rogers
run
to
intentions
his
announced
company havests 700,000 cords
President 1.on Nol also orof wood annually' with modern for county jailer.
SAIGON AP) - The South them to leave the country by
Tabers is co-owner of Tabers
dered all Cambodian ground
specialized equipment and
its March 28.
nt
and
goverrune
e
Vietnames
had
wood moving machines. If they Body Shop, where he
The South Vietnamese com- forces not to engage in offenCommunist opponents accused
is a
did the work the same way they worked most of his life. He
reported nearly 500 viola- sive military operations from 7
mand
d
each other today of widesprea
did ten years ago, it would take lifelong resident of Calleway
violations of the cease-fire Of- tions of the cease-fire by Com- a.m today, to enable North
8,400 men and 2,2250 horses, County.
ficials of the new international munist forces since it went into Vietnamese and Viet Cong
Tabers is married to the
which would be prohibitive with
peacekeeping force expressed effect at 8 a.m. Sunday
Continued on Page Twelve)
They
The Viet Cong in a broadcast
today's labor costs. Incidentally former Shirley Pierce
hope of getting teams of ob14,
Keith,
children,
three
have
don't get worried about the
servers into the field by Tues- accused the Saigon government
at Murray
wood supply The company who is a freshman
of "unceasingly violating the
day
a
is
agreement by miliplants cut over acreage with High; Barry, 12, who
cease-fire
todied
soldier
An American
Middle; and
Three members of the Calloway County speech Tram brought home trophies from the bristian
. throughout
actions
new trees as fast as the mature student at Murray
tary
day of wounds suffered Sunday,
Tabers' live County Speech and Debate Tournament. From left, coach Larry Ragland, Marketia Orr, secsad
South Vietnam."
trees are cut in their tree farms. Tern Lynn, 10. The
the
since
oratory.
in
place
fatality
original
first
US.
and
To
first
&id&
in
place
the
poetry:
first
and attend place in poetry; Stacy Adams,
It said its forces "throughout
They plant, wow and harvest at 1619 Kirkwood,
Staff Photo by David tun
cease-fire went into effect. In
Church.
the
entire area of South Viettrees on a planned basis, much the Nazarene
the four days prior to the truce,
Rogers has worked for the
nam have completely carried
like farmers handle a corn crop.
men
military
American
four
at
is employed
out the cease-fire."
Of course it tales large acreage state, and
were killed, and 19 U.S solfloor. He is
From one end of the country
since trees grow slower than Growers Tobacco
diers and 12 U S civilians were
married to the former Mable
to the other, reports flowed into
regular crops.
N.J.
wounded
PLEASANTVILLE,
Story. They have two children,
Saigon of sharp fighting.
persons
10
least
At
1,api
Hazel,
of
sheriff
is
who
Jimmy,
anCommand
In Quang Tri Province below
The U.S
Trees grow fast however. We
early today in a fire
operates
nounced the withdrawal of an- the demilitarized zone there were killed
have several Lob Wily pines and Larry, who
raced through Street's
here.
that
Service
Super
Rogers
secthe
today,
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ago
troops
years
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heavy
400
five
were
other
which we planted
Local high school speech Quenuri Fannin won debates
Rogers is a lifelong resident
400 men to just as before the truce In Nursing Home, a two-story,
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fi
over
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to
traveled
The
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Sunday
effect
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bloody battles were fought for ly
agreement
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standing
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l
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in
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by American people,
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Mrs. Veleta Warren, wife of
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injured in a traffic crash before
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rat'-er serious surgery at
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Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
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won much of a following. 4 ". Much of the offense_ people_
trees in
generation raised on Joyce feel against the use of
tree
Kilnier's hymn to Trees could commerce arises as the
has
study
Scientific
falls.
creation
God's
of
not conceive
for certain
growing old and tired, sick and demonstrated that,
types of trees, one type of
unproductive.
management is better than
fur
concern
of
In the flurry
this
protecting the trees and the another. Seventy years ago
was not so well understood, and
forests, many eyes have never
been opened. Some have been almost never put into practice.
purposely closed to the life The country was growing. Wood
was needed for homes and cities
cycle of the forest.
Construction
fuel.
and
of
"To most people, a grove
healthy, vigorous, well-formed demanded more And more
of the
trees is much more beautiful wood. Before 1920, most
cut.
been
had
forests
South's
than a tangle of misshapen,
diseased trees," says Donald W. What land was needed for fields
Smith, Chief Forester of the was cleared and burned.
Southern Forest Institute. Millions of harvested acres
"Many people can't tell the were allowed to grow hack _is
difference, however,from a car trees.
Many of those trees have
traveling at 60 miles per hour
along the highway," he con- since been cut and another crop
tinued. "And that's where many is on the way. But today the
to
of our opinions about forest forest manager knows how
accomplish his goal of faster
management are formed.
"When people see the green of growth more effectively.
The most efficient practices
forests, or the reds and golds of
fall colors, they get a warm for some species includes
feeling about the trees, even clearing whole stands in one
though those particular forests harvest—rather than the
may be completely un- practice of taking only selected
productive," Smith elaborated. trees. Clear-cutting exposes the
"And, when they see a spot soil to the sun, clears away the
where trees have been har- undesirable trees that would
vested, they feel a sense of loss. compete for moisture and
"It's this emotional response sunshine, and prepares the
unwise ground for the planting of
encourages
that
of the seedlings of seeds.
use
about
the
decisions
Farmers and other private
trees," he continued. "Those
who criticize forest managers landowners, in the 1969-70
for trying to make forests more planting season, planted or
productive often seem to play seeded 187,641 acres in 14
on the emotions to give the false southern states. In the same
good year, forest industries in those
that
impression
11RIEADER5 IN " management necessarin7' states planted or seeded almost
THE CIVIL WAR; by Lt. Col. destroys the beauty of the 577,000 acres. Industry, in the
South, planted more than 493
Joseph B. Mitchell; G.P. Put- trees."
nam s Sons; 251 pages; N.95.
Attractive. Beauty. The million seedlings in the last
forests as a delight to the eye. planting season. More than
Reviewed By
The idea is not new. Even in this eight vigorous, young trees for
FRANK MACOMBER
country it is more firmly en- each Southerner.
Copley News Service
Most of the seedlings were of
trenched than you may guess.
Of all the forest land in the pine species loblolly, slash,
If you are a Glyn War buff,
country- some 759 million longleaf or shortleaf for several
this volume will fascinate
acres—a total of 248 million reasons: Much more is known
you If you're not, you won't
acres is, sit asieke i parks, about pine management; the
genthis
understand most of
wilderriess 'areas: waftersheds, market for pine is better in most
erously illustrated story
is not suitable for growing areas; many sites are better
or
which brings a fresh analysis
timber. It is, in suited to tine than they are to
commercial
of the personalities, tactics
desirable hardwood species;
and strategies of the men who effect, preserved for beauty and
the pine growth is more
won and lost the War Be- other considerations.
These trees are forever urgently needed.
tween the States.
often
consideration
A
protected, yet a recent survey
Without taking sides more
by the American Forest In- overlooked is that most hardthan a century after the North
crushed the Confederacy, Col. stitute indicates that more than wood forests renew themselves
Mitchell writes a critique 66 percent of the American quite readily, sprouting from
which takes to task scene genpublic is concerned that the the roOts of harvested trees or
erals of the North and some of
nation's forests are being from seed and acorns already in
the South.
almost the ground.
To
exhausted.
The scene of a forest clearcut
He analyzes the personal
everyone's surprise, rural
traits, the military astuteness
citizens are as poorly informed is not attractive, but the
and ineptness as well of such
charges that such a practice
as their cousins in the cities.
generals as George B. Mcdestroys the forest and speeds
A separate but identical poll
Clellan, Ulysses S. Grant,
soil erosion, or that it increases
of editors was more positive-43
George C. Meade,•Willtarn T.
the siltation of rivers, threatens
Them
were
df
confident
percent
Sherman and George H.
destroys
and
wildlife
that we will never run out of
Thomas of the Union and
recreational potential, are more
trees. But 75 percent of these
Stonewall Jackson, Robert E.
often false than true.
I,ee, James Longstreet,
editors fell short in gnessing
Dr. Stephen G. Boyce.
John
Joseph B Johnson and
that, of the land that was In
Director of the Southeastern
Kell Hood of the Confederacy.
when
forests
Columbus
Forest Experiment Station,
discovered this continent, more
Every scholar of the
N.C., reported
than three-fourths is still Asheville,
War Inevitably has his or her
recently, for instance, that,
forested!
heroes and goats. Col. Mitch"The research evidence inell attempts to single out none
The same people who un- dicates that erosion can be
either, but he is a human
derstand that a field must be controlled more easily with one
being and his admiration for
plowed and planted to. produce clearcut harvest than with
Geri Grant in the North and
the best crop often fail to un- several selection harvests
Stonewall Jackson in the
derstand that trees are a plant. during the life of a stand.
South is thinly veiled, indeed
Their slow growth and long life,
"Wildlife habitat can actually
combined with their size and lie enhanced by prescribing and
Some Civil War historians
beauty, seems to put them in a designiug the size-',f location.
will argue with Col. Mitchell's
class apart. And inany of those shape, and dispersal of cutting
accounts of how key battles
were fought and how they
who delight in the beauty of a' areas to increase the variety of
should have been waged. But
deep-toned walnut cabinet food and cover."
argunients are the spice of
might never realize that a tree
Beauty, products. wildlife,
history And the colonel, a
was harvested to provide that recreation, the healthy, wellgraduate of West Point and a
beauty.
managed forest can produce an
student of military history,
They may never appreciate abundance of all these things
has further spiced his book
that when the tree fell, others while purifying and cooling the
with intimate details from the
were planted, or sprang up from air, reducing noise levels and
lives of many Civil War leadnation's
seed in the ground, to take its protecting
our
ers. He makes them human
watersheds.
place.
beings instead of statues
which line the parks of so
many American cities

----111y-bee V. Cheeses's,'
Trees dense the air, don't cut
trees!
It's short, it's snappy, it's
easy to remember. It has
everything going for it, but the
truth. The whole truth, that is.
Just before Earth Day 1970,
the American Forest Institute
published a handbook for use by
foresters In responding to
questions about modern forest
sitanagement practices.
The report festured the
statement, "Scientific research
has determined that a young,
vigorous, high yield forest
grows four tons of new wood per
acre per year and that it
releases to the air one ton of
oxygen for every ton of wood
grown." Two paragraphs
further, it continues, "on the
other hand,an old-growth forest
cunswnes as much oxygen as it
can generate. This is because
growth slows down and decay
sets tn."
In the excitement of rallying
to the defense of the environment, only the statement
at the first of this column ever

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of IS Newspaper
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Speaking Of inflation
It's common knowledge that the chemical value of
the human body is only about 98 cents. Rioht?
Wrong.
You see that 98 cents was before inflation. A ret cnt
issue of a trade journal, Chemical and Engineering
News, reported that "at current chemical prices, the
adult human body is worth $3.50."
And that near quadrupling of the traditional 98cents figure does much to explain why it seems to
cost so much to keep an "adult human body- to say
nothing of a growing teenager—fed and clothed
these days.—Huntington (W.Va.) Herald-Dispatch.

A Newsman's Goal

REVIEW

'Oh, come on-it's better than fish 'n' chips !'
Religion In The News

Churches Still Sharply
Divided On Abortions

Civil War
generals
criticized

one of the kenest moral battles rising concern for population
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
nuof the century. In &tuberous control and women's rights,
AP Religion Writer
bodies, merous Protestant groups have
Jewish
and
Protestant
Despite the U.S. Supreme
brought about revisions urged removal of legal prohibitCourt decision removing legal it has
former antiabortion ins on abortion, leaving it to
their
of
restrictions on early abortions,
individual choice in early
stands.
the question of their morality
gages.
struggle
the
of
heart
At the
still remains dynamite in
This position, taken by the
of just when
question
been
has
convictions.
American religious
Supreme Court, has been offibegins.
life
human
a
It is not simply a difference
by the United
J udeo-Christia nity, en pha- cially endorsed
between religious groups, but
Church of Christ, the United
each
of
worth
sacred
the
sizing
of
all
through
runs explosively
life Presbyterian Church„ the Luthem, Protestant, Jewish and person, originally held that
a theran Church in America and
that
and
conception
began at
Roman Catholic.
the United Methodist Church
ILI:DOER as TIMER TILE
conthus
fetus
developing
many
of
position
The official
Other Protestants insist aborafter
as
precious
as
life
stituted
Protestant denominations,
be limited to cases endantion
Otis
Mrs.
75,
age
Guthrie
Noel
are
Deaths reported
along with that of the Roman birth.
gering the mother's life or in
reinforced
genetics
Modern
anstrongly
Ferguson, age 58, and Mrs. Gracie Williams, age 67.
is
Church,
Catholic
cases of rape, incest or fetal
tiabortion. despite exceptions of this view, contends Protestant deformity Versions of this posiThe Murray-Calloway County Industribl FounRamsey
Paul
theologian
some theologians in both moral
dation became a full reality today when the fund
"Gen- tion have taken by Southern
groups and some Protestant of Princeton University
$150,000.
of
top
the
over
drive went
were Baptists, the Episcopal Church,
we
that
us
teaches
etics
bodies.
es- the Lutheran Church-Missouri
we
what
Richard Charles, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
beginning
the
from
Eastern Orthodox churches
of
rank
every Synod, the National Association
Charles of Murray, has been promoted to the
and orthodox Judaism also sentially still are in
of Evangelicals and the Nationat
cell."
Army
the
while
with
sharply oppose abortion,
captain while serving
al Baptist Convention, a black
and
Christianity
Early
reform and conservative
Baunhoulder, German.
denomination.
abortion
Judiasm have favored easing Judaism condemned
Blacks and other minorities
Mrs. 011ie Beaman of Lynn Grove will be 90 years
along with infanticide, both of
against it.
laws
1863,
in the churches generally have
30,
old on January 30. She was born January
anin
permitted
were
which
So sharp and sensitive are
fought liberalized abortion polone of twelve children of J.B. and Jane Kelso.
the differences over the matter cient pagan societies.
icies. calling them genocidal.
amid
times,
modern
in
But
organization
that a cooperative
of most major Protestant and
Orthodox bodies. the National
To Boyle
Council of Churches, has been According
LEDGER & TINES FILE
unable --- in four years of trying — to formulate a modern
Deaths reported are Hartle McCuiston, age 57, of stand on it.
"The new permissiveness of
Murray Route Six and Conn Linn, age 83, Tulsa,
the law confronts the churches
Oklahoma, formerly of Murray.
with a greater, more urgent re-,
Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Comsponsibility than before," Dr.
pany have sent a donation of $500 for the 1953 R. H. Edwin Espy, general secMarch of Dimes drive.
retary of the council, said of
Hollie Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oris Riley of
the high court ruling.
In the back of your head
By HAL BOYLE
"With the legal restraints reKirksey Route Two, is now stationed at Fort George
— Age there lurks the childish delusion
NEW YORK I
moved, it is more essential that scares more people than the that some stranger you beMeade, Md.
religious dimensions be tteather.
the
friended unknowingly will leave
Prof. John Winter's photograph of heavy snow
brought td bear to help people
you a lot of money_in his will.
fear
each
upcoming
They
Life
of
issue
patterns will appear in the next
make a responsible decision, year more than the outgoing
You can hear someone
magazine.
not only the pregnant woman, one, and dread it will mark whistle in the office without
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rogers and daughter. Beverly, but doctors and all those in- them more with the tattletale having a wild desire to throttle
volved."
him or seal his lips with paper
spent the weekend in Nashville, Tenn.
scars and wrinkles of time.
Other religious leaders also
clips.
But age or youth really is desaid the court decision, alThere are at least four girls
though striking out legal bar- termined by the attitude of othwouldn't mind taking out
you
own
first
your
you
the
and
ers toward
riers to abortions in
The book is illustrated with
that is, if you
for a little fun
three months, does not resolve attitude toward life.
nine maps of Civil War battleso
weren't
happily
married.
For example, you aren't getthe religious-ethical issue.
fields and legends making it
the serpent was more subtil than any beast of
Some mornings you don't just
left up to the ting too much older if —
is
simply
This
easier for the reader to follow
said
he
And
the field which the Lord God hath made.
kiss your wife absent-mindedly
individuals, their consciences
the triumphs and defeats of
At
least
half
the
eat
not
shall
teen-agers
Ye
said.
God
unto the woman. Yea, hath
on the cheek before leaving.
and the influence of their reli- you know still call
both sides as the fortunes of
you
by
your
You bend her backward halfwar first moved one direction
gious guides.
of every tree of the garden?—Genesis 3:1.
first name -- and you like for
and then another like a giant
way to the floor in a mock-pas"One trusts in the decency them to.
The doubt in our minds concerning God's word,
sionate embrace - and then, chess genie in which armies
and good sense of the American
love, wisdom and justice is planted by Satan.
If you get a seat on the bus give her a peck on the nose.
were the Dawns.
people not to let an illogical
Your life insurance salesman
court decision dicate to them going to or from work, it's by
Ten photographs of the usuon. morality and human life," an act of ingenuity on your Own is still trying to get you to buy ally bewhiskered generals
said John Cardinal Krol, presi- part and not a charity bestowed more.
who commanded both sides in
by someone else.
that
the
Conference
of
National
tragic war of brother
dent
Jr.
by Carl Riblet
When you get a checkup, the
against brother help to fill out
of Catholic Bishops.
bigtwo
inches
still
You
are
VIPs
been
have
you
tells
you
are
that
recently
doctor
until
who
,
Congressmen
Col. Mitchell's graphic deWhile the matter now is left ger around • the chest than
medically uninteresting.
to the mailmen, are now wondering how to cope with
scriptions of these gallant
to individual choice, the conflict around the waist.
You can throw a baseball men.
over it rolls On in religions cir8-to-10 day mail delivery to distant points in the
hard enough to sting the hand
Col. Mitchell, curator of the
school
high
of
your
Enough
will
too,
113,
cles,
biand
among
ethicists
they,
Now
. serves them tight.
country..It,
geometry remains in your mint' of a 11-year-old boy through his Ft Ward Museum in Alexanological
•
scienAs.
being
is
thekpublic
that
fact
the
to
up
have to face
fielder's glove.
dria, Va ,also is author of oth"Changing of laws does .not so that you remember how to
cheated, lied to, overcharged and underestimated
Yep, Young-timer, you don't er books dealing with the Civil
change people's, convictions "prove that the siierr Of the
by what has to ho the most monumental frauclitr about a practice," says Meth- igtrarti of the Stjtetermse- of
have' to worry yet about what War, the Arhericate Weak'.
. history of wkiThre
odist theologian J. Robert Nel- right angle triangle is equal to the marching years are doihg -bon and 4
history—the new U.S. Postal Service
believes were the 20 decisive
tall
still
sitting
of
squares
the
the
of
You're
sum
the
anywhere."
you.
days
of
to
Boston
son,
University.
service—two
"Airmail
- battles in world history
The question has produced other two sides.
in the saddle of life.
—American fable

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

More Signs That You
Are Not Getting Old

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Now

Isn't It The Truth!

Fourth of a Series

Trees Cleanse The Air,
Don't Cut Trees Down
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Although John Netherland Heiskell was born in
Tennessee and worked on Knoxville and
East
Memphis newspapers early in a long and
distinguished career, his name probably had not
come to the attention of most Chattanoogans more
;than a couple of times, and those in recent weeks.
:The first was on Nov. 2 when he reached 100 years of.
;age and finished his 70th year as editor of the Little
• Rock Arkansas Gazette; the second was on Dec. 28,
in an account of his death.
1 Within the journalistic profession, however, Mr.
tHeiskell was something of a legend in his own time.
4A perfectionist, he demanded the utmost of his
colleagues in style as well as substance, and the
Gazette had a justified reputation for full and accurate coverage of the news, well written and at- •
tractively presented.
His creed was contained in a statement he gave an
interviewer shortly before his centennial observance: "The role of the newspapers is to print the
news as fully as it can and to print it impartially. It
can be as loud as it pleases in its editorial column in
opposing the other side, but it should be absolutelY
the
factual in its news columns." He gave voice to
set
and
newsman
commitment of every responsible
perday-to-day
his
in
seek
should
each
the goal
formance—Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times.

What's Happening To Our Forests?

"I Ends TUESDAY'V
DIANA
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§BILUE
HOUDAY
ICY 911 RUMS
...me •me
0‘..
.n.R.

CHARLES!
"THE unE•20
IC"
MECHAN
KEENAN WYNN
JILL IRELAND

lir Starts WEDNESDAY''

"A TIME
TO RUN"
•
•
at 6:00 & 8:15

Monday, January
The Wranglers Rah
will have a skating par
Benton Skating Rin
seven to nine p.m.
The Adult Great
Discussion will be bet
Calloway Public Lib
seven • p.m. 'with Mr
Bucy as the leader of I
"Life Is A Dream."
The Murray Ed
Association and C.
Education Association
a joint potluck suppei
Murray High School (
at six p.m. Dr. Ted Crm
executive secretary
Teachers' Retirement
will be speaker.
Tuesday, Januar
The Senior Citizens oi
and Calloway County
at the Ellis Communit
at ten a.m. Slides of 7
Land will be shown at
by Bro. Roy Beasley,
Mrs. Mary Lamb.
Faculty recital of
Story, clairnet, will b
eight p.m. in Recital F
Arts Annex, Murra
University.
Wednesday, Janu
Murrelle Walker,
will be hostess for ti
session by the womm
Oaks Country Club at

E.O.
ALL WINTER

DRESSES
TOPS
SKIRTS
COATS
Mercury

SHOES 1
SCUFFS

CAPS
SCARVE
MITTEN
GLOVE:
ACT III
One Group JE

COATS
LINGEF

Towi

Phone 75343
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et,

•
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W-zz:6 1
Monday, January 29
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a skating party-et-the
Benton Skating Rink from
seven to nine p.m.

Mrs. Colson Gives
Lesson At Meet Of
Pottertown Club

Litchfield-Cunningbam Vows To Be Read Mrs. James Martin
Hostess For Meet
Of Dorothy Group

Msrs. Bessie Colson presented
the main lesson on "Growing
Older With A Purpose" at the
meeting of the Pottertown
kers Club held on
Homema
The Adult Great Books
at ten
Discussion will be held at the Tuesday, January 16,
at the
Calloway Public Library at o'clock in the morning
Inn.
-Holiday
Seven - p.m. with Mrs. Solon
The lesson leader presented a
Bucy as the leader of the book
provoking
thought
most
"Life Is A Dream."
discussion on this special
also gave the
The Murray Education subject. She
from Isaiah
reading
devotion
Association and Calloway
"When
thought,
the
and
26:3
Education Association will have
a man, he puts
a joint potluck supper at the God measures
around his heart, not
Murray High School cafeteria the tape
head."
his
at six p.m. Dr. Ttiel Crosthwait,
Mrs. Ruth Weston, president,
executive secretary of the
Program planning for
presided.
Teachers' Retirement System,
1973-74 was held. Mrs. Louise
will be speaker.
Short gave the landscape notes
and discussed how to make a
30
Tuesday, January
The Senior Citizens of Murray terrarium.
The recreational period was
and Calloway County will meet
Mrs. Lurene
d by
conducte
Center
at the Ellis Community
Alford,.
at ten a.m. Slides of The Holy Cooper. Mrs. Iva
r, gave her
Land will be shown at one p.m. secretary-treasure
served at
by Bro. Roy Beasley, Jr., and reports. Lunch was
the noon hour.
Mrs. Mary Lamb.
lithe members present, not
ly mentioned, were
previous
Donald
Faculty recital of
Geurin,
Story, clairnet, will be held at Mesdames Gussie
Hopson,
Mellie
Adams,
Gussie
Fine
Hall,
Recital
in
p.m.
eight
Cook,
Bobbie
Larson,
Blanche
State
Arts Annex, Murray
Ola Outland, Mary Elizabeth
University.
Gertzen, ‘'olene Roberts, Olive
Wednesday, January 31
Steele, Katie Overcast, Lucy
Murrelle Walker, 753-4517, Alderdice, and Klara Wutzke.
will be hostess for the bridge
The next meeting will be beld
session by the women at the on Wednesday. February 14, at
Oaks Country Club at 9:15 a.m. ten a.m. at the Holiday Inn

E.O.M.SALE
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Group

Town 8 Country
Dress Shop
1304 Chestnut Street
Open 8:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Phone 753-8365

. Mrs. James Martin opened
her home on Ittlagnolia Drivelor
the meeting of the Dorothy
Group of the Baptist Women of
the First Baptist Church held on
Tuesday, January 16, at telp
o'clock in the morning.
Presenting the program on
—Nen,Ytar's Resolutions" was
Mrs. Neil Brown. Mrs. Durwood
Eteatty gave the call to prayer.
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, group
chairman, presided. Plans were
made for the mission study on
"No Man Goes Alone" to be held
in February. Local mission
projects were discussed and
plans for the enlistment dinner
in February were made.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Martin to the sixteen
members and one new member,
Mrs. Estelle Gray..
The February meeting will be
held with Mrs. Richard Walker.

Miss Edith Kay Litchfield
Route Three anMr. and Mrs. Ronald Litchfield of Murray
of their only
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage
of Mr. and
son
ham,
Cunning
Dale
Allen
to
daughter, Edith Kay,
Murray.
Street,
16th
North
Mrs. Guy Cunningham, 501
Calloway County High
The bride-elect, a 1972 graduate of
Felix Balentine and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
ghter
granddau
School, is the
, all of Murray
Litchfield
Rosetta
late
of Willie Litchfield and the
High School and a
Mr. Cunningham, a 1971 graduate of Murray
grandson of Albert
sophomore at Murray State University, is the
of Mrs. Gladys
and
ham,
Cunning
Ruth
Cunningham and the late
all of Murray.
Mitchell Young and the late Monroe Mitchell,
Sunday, February 25, at
The wedding will be solemnized on
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
New
the
at
afternoon
three o'clock in the
sent. All friends and
be
will
Church. No formal invitations
attend
to
invited
are
relatives

'Coffee Cup Chatter.
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Fiberglass fabrics have been
available for some tune in home
furnishings. Most of it was not
as soft and luxurious as you
would like. A new glass fiber.
Triante. with a softer hand and
more supple qualities insuring
graceful foids will be available
soon. Look for this new fiber
when shopping for drapery
fabrics. --Mrs. Mildred Potts,
LaCenter, Ky. 42056 Phone 6655671

crystals or has been kept cold
and has been held at
refrigerator temperature for no
more than a day or two. In
general, the tJS. Department of
Agriculture says "if a food is
safe to eat, it is safe to
refreeze." - Pat Curtsinger,
Courthouse., Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone.: 527-6601.

Penny Homemakers
Club Meets At
Feltner Home
The home of Mrs Graham
Feltner was the scene of the
Penhy
of the
meeting
Homemakers Club held on
Monday. January 15, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Ernest Madrey and Mrs.
Brooks Moody presented the
main lesson on "Growing Old
With A Purpose."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Delia Graham who read
from Isaiah 26.3 followed by
prayer by Mrs. Brent Butterworth, Mrs. Clifton Harrell
read the minuts and called the
roll.
Mrs. Brookss Moody gave the
landscape notes and directed
the recreational period
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Feltner. Other members
present were Mesdames L.P.
Hendon, Alton Cole, Paul
Butterovrrth, J.C. Kemp and
Richard Armstrong. Two
Visitors were Mrs. Margaret
Nell .Boyd and MrS.
Outland.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, February 19, at ten
am. at the home of Mrs C
Clifton Harrell. A potluck
luncheon will be served.

Gotta snag in your garment
made from knit fabric? To pull
snags to the reverse side, use a
hand needle threader. Push the
wire loop from the back of the
fabric to the front until it opens
A straight jacket should be wide, pull thread through it and
back to the reverse side of the
long enough to cover the seat
The easiest way to check this is fabric. --Catherine C. Thompto hold the back pattern piece son, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
up to the person For garments 236-2351.
with a yoke, pin the yoke pattern piece over the back pattern
"HOW TO MAKE A TIME
piece with seamlmes matches. PLAN." First, list your daily
Instructions for changing the routine. Second, list your
length are printed on the pat- special activities; and third, list
tern. —Dean Roper, Courthouse the other things you would like
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone. 247- to do. Now, plot it all out by
2334.
minutes and hours on a sheet of
paper. Fill in the time allotted
Preparation for living is a for each routine activity first
continuous process. A person then the special activities and
who lives only for his job today then the thing you would like to
will be utterly lost tomorrow do. This is where you will have
when retirement comes. On the to jiggle and rearrange if
other hand, the person who can necessary. The most important
broaden his interests to take in point of all: Once you have
many activities of real personal made a plat, follow it. Then
significance each day will have evaluate your plan: 1) Was the
enough interests to carry him
plan followed as outlined' 2)
through his retirement years Was it workable? (3) Has the
while living an active, full life. plan increased your ability to
—Sue Fraser, Bardwell, Ky. think ahead and help you
42023 Phone. 6213-5447.
achieve goals more quickly and
efficiently and in a more
Can you refreeze meat? meaningful manner? 14) How
Thawed meat or poultry may be can the plan be improved? refrozen if it contains ice Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
St., Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone:
753-1452.

ADAMS

RACK SALE
* Sole Starts Monday, January 29th
99
* Shoes Priced from $3.99 to $11.
* Shoes for Men, Women, and Children
* Savings of 50% and More

The International Women's Club had a meal of Oriental food prepared and served by Mrs. James
left
Tomko at the meeting held i'riday , Jan. 19, at the home of Mrs. Cassel Garrison. Present were,
to right, back row, Mrs. Harvey Culp, Briensburg, Mrs. Earl Warford, Murray, Mrs. Crawford Ray,
Cherry Corner, Mrs. Tina Olson, Germany, Sirs. George Holland, Cherry Corner, Mrs. W.A. Erwin.
Tomko,
Klrksey; second row, Sirs. Jose Pino, Columbia, Miss Dina Georgian, Greece, Mrs. James
Vietnam; front row, Miss Betty Tsui, Taiwan, Mrs. Darla Culp, Briensburg, Mrs. Gary Ferguson
and Mrs. John Sigle, Japan and Mrs. Ugur Coskuner, Turkey. Also present were Mrs. Roy Gibson.
Mrs. Cassel Garrison, and Mrs. Ruble Thurman,Cherry Corner.
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Mrs. Diuguid Opens
Home For Bessie
Tucker Meeting

2 DAYS A WEEK
/
NOW OPEN 51

The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the United Methodist Women of
Monday to Fnday 9 a.m, to- 7 p.m.
the First United Methodist
Church met Tuesday, January
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
16, in the home of Mrs James
— PHONE 753-2962 —
Ed Diuguid,
Mrs. Conrad Jones presented
the Pledge Service program.
ell1M111111V_41111111111111111s
She opellisti with a paseage of 13 .s.,atsfeni
scripture and a prayer written
by John Wesley Her subject
vas "Change and Trust- She
led the group in the reading in
unison of the"Purpose" of the
Jr.
pledge. Pledge cards were
collected. Mrs. Jones closed
with a prayer
Mrs. John Winter, coeach $
chairman, presided at the
business session. The minutes
*Bobbie Brooks
were read and the roll called by
the secretary, Mrs. James
Pastel
Frank. The treasurer, Mrs.
report.
her
gave
Jones,
—
Mrs. Robert Douglas and
Mrs. Jack Bailey, chairmen,
made final arrangements for
the serving of the official board
February 7.
s.„The Circle was also informed
Pam Her
Butte Knit
they would serve the Methodist
I 'Melon
Jonathan Logan
Men in April and have the
( ountry Miss
Koret of California
general meeting coffee in June.
t icky Vaughn
Members of the Sunnyside
Russ
The next general meeting will
Homemakers Club showered be February 6, and the next
And Lots Store To See Al. Bobbie Brooks
Robbie Bee
Mrs. Ron Wright with baby to Bessie Tucker circle meeting
be gifts at the January meeting will be February 13, with Mrs.
held recently at the home of the Baron West.
president, Mrs Dan Kelly.
served
hostesses
The
Plenty o Free Parking In Rear
Presiding at the meeting was delicious refreshments to the
Mrs. Kelly. The devotion was eleven members and one new
Hours: 8-5 6 Days A Week
given by Mrs. Jimmy Kelly. member,
('arl
M rs
mit, ma< Now saw mew XMIlt
Each member answered the roll Wallschlaeger.
call by naming her favorite
Christmas gift
The lesson on "Community
Beautification" was presented
by Mrs. Ed Jennings who
pointed out that 9ammunity
beautification can start with
improvement of our own
properties.
Instead of the scheduled craft
lesson, each member worked on
her current craft or hand work
project.

Campus Casual's
CLEARANCE
j
DRESSES $500 SPORTSWEAR;
SPORTSWEAR % Price I

i
I

Mrs. Ron Wright
Honored At Shower
By Sunnyside Club

What is organic foods? Actually this question has been
asked over and over again—it
sounds like "back to nature-but is it? Consumers generally
expect organic foods to be
produced without pesticides and
artificial fertilizers and to be
free of preservatives. harmones, and antibiotics. Many
people also assume that food
labeled organic is more
nutritious, but this is not true.
There is no "legel" interpretation of what is—or is not
organic, so the term is used
loosely in advertising and
labeling—Maxine Griffin,
Federal Building, Clinton, Ky.
42031 Phone,: 653-2231.

— LAST MARK DOWN
Pick-up Man Coming 2/12/73
See Our Lovely Spring
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A potluck luncheon was
served at nat.
Mrs. Ron Wright was surprised with a stork shower in
the afternoon. After she had
opened her gifts, pink and white
bootee decorated cakes were
served.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, February 13, at 10:30
a.m. at the home of Mrs
Thomas lane.
She has something
everyone needsHe needs it
desperately.
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"Life Is A Dream."
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for certain
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truth. The whole truth, that is.
is the Integrity of Its Newspaper
ago this
Just before Earth Day 1970, protecting the trees and the another. Seventy years
never was not so well understood, and
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theAmerican
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practice.
published a handbook for use by been opened. Some have been almost never put into
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foresters in responding to purposely closed to the life The country was growing.
was needed for homes and cities
questions about modern forest cycle of the forest.
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fuel.
"To most people, a grove of and
management practices.
It's common knowledge that the chemicaLvalue of
well-formed denianded more and more
vigorous,
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festured
The
report
most of the
the human body is only about 98 cents. Right?
statement, "Scientific research trees is much more beautiful wood. Before 1920,
been cut.
had
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South's
Wrong.
has determined that a young, than a tangle of misshapen,
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You see that 98 cents was before inflation. A recent
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Engineering
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and
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Smith,
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new
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grows four
issue of a trade journal. Chemical
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Phone 753-8365

A straight jacket should be
long enough to cover the seat
The easiest way to check this is
to hold the back pattern piece
up to the person. For garments
with a yoke, pin the yoke pattern piece over the back pattern
piece with seamlines matches
Instructions for changing the
length are printed on the pattern -Dean Roper. Courthouse
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone. 2472334

Preparation for living is a
continuous process. A person
who lives only for his job today
will be utterly lost tomorrow
when retirement comes. On the
other hand, the person who can
broaden his interests to take in
many activities of real personal
significance each day will have
enough interests to carry him
through his retirement years
while living an active, full life.
-Sue Fraser, Bardwell, Ky.
42023 Phone. 628-5447.
Can you refreeze meat?
Thawed meat or poultry may be
refrozen if it contains ice

ADAMS

RACK SALE
* Sale Starts Monday, January 29th
99
* Shoes Priced from $3.99 to $11.
* Shoes for Men, Women, and Children
* Savings of 50% and More

Mrs. Hugh Oakley, group
chairman, presided. Plans were
made for the mission study on
"No Man Goes Alone" to be held
in February. Local mission
projects were discussed and
plans for the enlistment dinner
in F'ebruary were made.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs Martin to the sixteen
members and one new member,
Mrs. Estelle Gray
The February meeting will be
held oith Mrs. Richard Walker

Penny Homemakers
Club Meets At
Feltner Home

The home of Mrs Graham
Feltner was the scene of the
Penny
the
meeting of
Homemakers Club held on
Monday. January 15, at one
o'clock in the afternoon
Mrs. Ernest Madre', and Mrs.
Brooks Moody presented the
main lesson on "Growing Old
With A Purpose"
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Delia Graham who read
from Isaiah 26 3 followed by
prayer by Mrs Brent Butterworth. Mrs Clifton Harrell
read the annuls and called the
roll.
Mrs Brookss Moody gave the
landscape notes and directed
,
the recreational period.
crystals or has been kept cold
Refreshments were served by
and has been held at Mrs Feltner. Other members
refrigerator temperature for no present were Mesdames I..P.
more than a day or two. In, Hendon, Alton Cole. Paul
general, the U.S. Department of Itufteroweth,-J--C Kamp and
Agriculture says "if a food is Richard Armstrong. Two
safe to eat, it is safe .to sositors were Mrs. Margaret
refreeze."—Pat Curtsinger. Nell Boyd and Mrs. Ivan
courthouse. Benton:Ky. nor Outland •
Phone 577-6601.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, February 19, at ten
Gotta snag in your garment a.m at the borne of Mrs C
made from knit fabric' To pull Clifton Harrell A potluck
snags to the reverse side, use a luncheon will be served. •
hand needle threader Pust the
wire loop from the back of the
fabric to the front until it opens
wide, pull thread through it and
back to the reverse side of the
fabric. —Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
M6-2351.-

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
Count) Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Fiberglass fabrics have been
available for some(sow in honw
furnishings Most of it was not
as soft and luxurious as you
would like A new glass fiber.
Triante, with a softer hand and
more supple qualities insuring
graceful folds will be available
soon. Look for this new fiber
when shopping for drapery
Mrs Mildred Potts,
fabrics
LaCenter, Ky. 42056 Phone 6655671

Mrs. James Martin opened
her home on Magnolia Drive for
the meeting of the Dorothy
Group of.the Baptist Women of
the First Baptist Church held on
Tuesday, January 16, at ten
o'clock in the morning.
Presenting the program on
Year's Resolution?' was
Mrs. Neil Brown. Mrs. Durwood
Beatty gave the call to prayer.

The International Women's Club had a meal of Oriental food prepared and served by Mrs. James
left
Tomko at the meeting held Friday, Jan. IS. at the home of Mrs. Cassel Garrison. Present were,
Ray,
to right, back row, Mrs. Harvey ('ulp, Briensburg, Mrs. Earl Warlord, Murray, Mrs. Crawford
Cherry Corner, Mrs. Tina Olson. Germans, Mrs. George Holland, Cherry Corner, Mrs. W.A. Erwin.
Tomko,
Klrksey ; second row, Mrs. Jose Pino, Columbia, Miss Dina Georgian, Greece, Mrs. James
Vietnam; front row, Miss Betty Tsui, Taiwan, Mrs. Darla Culp, Briensburg, Mrs. Gary Ferguson
Gibson,
and Mrs. John Sigle, Japan and Mrs. Ugur Coskuner. Turkey. Also present were Mrs. Roy
Corner
Cherry
,
Thurman
Ruble
Mrs. Cassel Garrison,and Mrs.

Mrs. Diuguid Opens
Home For Bessie
Tucker Meeting

The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the United Methodist Women of
the First United Methodist
Church met Tuesday, January
16, in the home of Mrs James
Ed Diuguid
Mrs. Conrad Jones presented
the Pledge Service program.
.She opened with a passage of
Scripture and a prayer written
by John Wesley_ Her subject
was "Change and Trust". She
led the group in the reading in
unison of the 'Purpose" of the
pledge. Pledge cards were
collected. Mrs. Jones closed
with a prayer
Mrs. John Winter, cochairman, presided at the
business session. The minutes
o ere read and the roll called by
the secretary, Mrs James
Frank. The treasurer. Mrs
Jones, gave her report.
Mrs. Robert Douglas and
Mrs Jack Bailey, chairmen,
made final arrangements lathe serving of the official board
February 7.
The Circle was also informed
they would serve the Methodist
Men in April and have the
general meeting coffee in June.
Members of the Sunnyside
The next general meeting will
Homemakers Club showered be February 6, and the next
Mrs. Ron Wright with baby to Bessie Tucker circle meeting
be gifts at the January meeting will be February 13, with Mrs.
held recently at the home of the Haron West.
president. Mrs Dan Kelly.
served
hostesses
The
Presiding at the meeting was delicious refreshments to the
Mrs. Kelly. The devotion was eleven members and one new
('a r I
given by Mrs Jimmy Kelly. member.
Mrs.
Each member answered the roll WalLschlaeger
call by naming her favorite
Christmas gift
The lesson on 'Community
Beautification" was presented
by Mrs. EA Jennings who
pointed out that (ninniunity
beautification can start with
improvement of our own
properties.
Instead of the scheduled craft
lesson,each member worked on
her current craft or hand work

Mrs. Ron Wright
Honored At Shower
1301irinYtidet1a

"HOW TO MAKE A TIME
PLAN." First, list your daily
routine. Second, list your
special activities, and third, list
the other things you would like
to do. Now, plot It all out by
minutes and hours on a sheet of
paper Fill in the time allotted
for each routine activity first
then the special activities arid
then the thing you would like to
do. This is where you will have
to jiggle and rearrange if
necessary. The most important
point of all: Once you have
made a plan, follow it. Then
evaluate your plan: I Was the
plan followed as outlined' 21
Was it workable? (31 Has the
plan increased your ability to
think ahead and help you
achieve goals more quickly and
efficiently and in a more projectmeaningful manner' 141 How
A potluck luncheon was
can the plan be improved? - served at noon.
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Mrs. Ron Wright was surSt., Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone: prised with a stork shower in
753-1452.
the afternoon. After she had
opened her gifts, pink and white
What is orgaaie foods? Ac- bootee decorated cakes were
tually this question has been served
asked over and over again--it
The next meeting will be held
sounds like ,;'back to nature"— Tuesday. February 13, at 10:30
but is if? Consumers generally a.m at the home of Mrs.
expect organic foods to be Thomas Lane.
produced without pesticides and
artificial fertilizers and to be
She has something
free of preservatives. 'hareveryone needs.
Many
s.
antibiotic
mones, and
He needs it
people also assume that food
desperately.
labeled organic is more
nutritious, but this is not true.
There is no "legel" interpretation of what is--or is not
organic, so the term is used
loosely in advertising and
labeling—Maxine Griffin,
Federal Building, Clinton, Ky
42031 Phone: 653-2231

ViaPernaker5
HEALTH CLUB
NOW OPEN 5',2 DAYS A WEEK
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
PHONE 753-2962 —

Campus Casual's I
LEA AN E
Jr.
DRESSES $500 SPORTSWEAR
$400 each
Bobbie Brooks
Pastel

SPORTSWEAR 1/2 Price/

— LAST MARK DOWN
Pick-up Man Coming 2/12/73
See Our Lovely Spring
Merchandise!!
Butte Knit
Jonathan Logan
horet of California
Russ
And Lots Mort. To See At:
Robbie Bee

West Stde Square
•
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Pam Bee
L'Aigion
Country Mi..
Vicky Vaughn
Bobbie Brooks

Campus Casual
Plenty of Free Parking In Rear
Hours: 8-5 6 Days A Week
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VW ARK MIX Ant 70/2$ ARA )011V XINDOARID
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Taylor Leads Racers To 99-80
Rout Of Hilltoppers Saturday

s

as the 'Toppers were not getting
By MIKE BRANDON
back on the press quick enough.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
In the second half, the
CarThe townspeople of
played about even
[Whoppers
bondale, Illinois, were glued to
but could not
Murray
with
their television sets Saturday
margin to any more
the
narrow
the
was
it
afternoon. For many,
than 14 points.
first time they had seen their
A five footer by 6-4 freshman
favorite son, Les Taylor, perform his skill since he left Jesse Williams lifted Murray to
Carbondale • Community High a 5948 spread after fire minutes
had passed in the half. The
School, four years ago.
teams traded baskets until
Taylor didn't let the people Western narrowed the count
back home down. He came down to 76-62 when 6-6 Granville
through with a remarkable 30 Bunton hit on a layin with 6:19
point performance as Murray remaining in the game.
State took a regionally televised
Following a basket by 6-4
99-80 Ohio Valley Conferenes
Mike Larson which
sophomore
in
in over Western Kentucky
made it 80-64 the Racers hit for
the Sports Arena.
six consecutive points on fast
The crowd was smaller than breaks to gain their largest lead
the usual audience for a of the game, 88-66 with only 338
Western and Murray battle, hut remaining.
it was just as enthusiastic. You
6-4 freshman Greg Carrington
could tell what kind of a crowd it
Racers
was going to be before the had a chance to lift the
by- hitgame started when a Western over the century mark
his
but
throws
free
two
ting
the
into
basketball bounced
short and the
stands and the students began second toss fell
not get the ball
floating the ball back and forth Racers could
10 seconds.
final
the
in
back
the
of
in the hazy atmospher
Sports Arena.
Western, who holds a 73-35,
lead in the series between the
s For the first 12 minutes of the tao schools, was paced by 6-7
was
crowd
game, the
•+ 4 .
t r,-. .
as the sophomore Jerry Bundy, who
'0
relatively quiet
managed 15 points. Bu'nton had
4 t ,i
'Whoppers inched to a, 14-10 14 while Britt and Witt tossed in
lead. But it was just the calm 11 apiece and Kleykajp 10.
thi ft
before the storm.
Following Taylor's 30 point
A 25 footer by little Steve
;i.
was 6-8 Marcelous Starks
effort
Barrett and two free throws by
Taylor knotted the count at 14 who had 19 points on 7-10 from
Adell had 14 while
apiece. Darnell Adell. one of the the floor.
Jesse
quickest guards in the con- Coleman and freshman
an attempt
10
LOOK OUT MIKE! Western Kentucky's 6-5 Chuck Witt i Z21 goes sprawling in the air in
entered the game w hen•Williams had 12 and
ference,
as the Racers
respectively.
full
a
into
went
to block Mike Coleman's Shin Coleman scored 12 points and grabbed 12 rebounds
the Hilltoppers
romped over OVC foe Western 99-80 Satiardas afternoon
court press
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon,
For one of the few times of the
were
the Racers
year,
George
raider
Civil War
a
had
Western
as
outrebounded
Quantrill would have envied
in the department.
Adell's performance of sniping 52-45 edge
rebounds while
passes and moving through the Starks had 13
off 12 and
pulled
Coleman
enemy defense It was the
presence of Adell that turned Williams eight.
the game from close contest
'They got more rebounds
into Racer runaway as Murray than we did simply because thes
game marred by 52 fouls and outscored Western 24-0 in a span beat us on their offensive
The Lakers, widening their
By THE ASSocIATED PRI-SS5
three straight technicals of 5.14. By the time Coleman hit boards. We were taking the
seven
to
lead
it
had
Pacific Division
The New York Knicks
a short jumper from the bottom percentage shot and hitting
against the Bulls
when they needed it. The Phila- games, blew the SuperSonics
37 for At- of the circle with 6 32 left it the while they were having to take
scored
Lou
Hudson
delphia 76ers needed it just as off the floor in the first half. Isnta but it wasn't enough to half, Murray was roaring in a
two and three shots," Murray
badly and, as they've been They raced to a 23-8 lead, overcome the timely shooting 34-14 lead and 7,000 fans
Cal Luther said
coach
doing all season, they simply Seattle Cut the margin to 31-22,
of Jimmy Walker and Jack Ma- responded as if the Racers had
We
played a fine game and I
then Los Angeles put on anothcouldn't find it
nn, who combined to score. all Just knocked off UCLA for the
-thought we performed well
The Knicks, who went into er burst for a 6449 tuilftinw
p.
in
points
Championshi
National
but one of Houston's
against their press and the zone
the weekend's National Basket- edge Wilt Chamberlain hit for
the final eight minutes as the
ball Association action trailing 22 points and Gail Goodrich and
By the time the half had defense As for tonight. Middle
late rally
a
down
shot
Rockets
had a bulging has a fine club with a lot of
Boston by 21s games in the At- Jim McMillian kicked, in with
by the Hawks. Wes Unseld had ended,the Racers
experience. I expect it will be a
lantic Division, came out of it 18 apiece.
cushion.
46-29
19 points, 16 rebounds and eight
tough game for us because they
just half a game behind the
"If ever we should have lost assists and Elvin Hayes put in
Taslor, who hit 5-9 in the half, are exceptionally tough on their
Celtics They beat the Celts Ill- a game." Chicago Coach Dick
last
the
in
nine of his 25 points
led Murray with 14 points stile own floor." added Luther
108 in-New York Saturday, then Matta said, "it was today, bequarter to shoot the Bullets Coleman had 10 and Starks and
ventured into enemy territory cause I've never felt so much
past the Cavaliers.
In the second half, the Racers
Adell eight a piece. Johnny
and did it again, this time 96-93 like an underdog." He menwere
21-34 from the floer'ahd for
am
guard,
freshman
6-2
a
Britt,
Basketball
In The American
Sunday on national television tioned a few injured Bulls and
the game Murray hit on 40-71
They pulled off their twin the fact that they'd lost three Association on Sunday, Mem- 6-3 senior guard Ray Kleykamp
for a blazing .563 clip. Western
triumphs in ways that were games to the Pistons this year, phis nipped Indiana 127-126. had eight a piece for the
was 36-97 for a .371.
Hilltappers.
York
New
very
dumped
both very different and
then said; -Everything was Denver
Carolina
beat
Kentucky
106-77,
similar.
of
us."
Western. 0-5, in the conperformance
against
stacked
It was the
They were different because,
The teams were stacked 111-103 and Dallas drubbed San Adell and the fruitless press of ference and 4-11 overall, enin New York, they did it with a against each other every once Diego 128-109. On Saturday it Western that enabled Murray to tertains 4-1 Austin Peay tonight.
was Utah 123, Dallas .104; take the big lead. Murray was Murray, 4-1 in the OVC and 10-4
come-from-behind effort while, in a while-like Jerry Sloan
in the Sunday squeaker, they and Detroit's Willie Norwood. Carolina 117, Memphis 113, and able to use the speed of Adell overall, sill be in Middle
built up a massive lead, then They got into a fistfight in the Kentucky 106, Virginia 99.
sand the inside strength of the tonight before hosting Culverhad to withstand a furious rush
hg men to hit the easy buckets Stockton Wednesday.
by the Celtics which all but
obliterated it.
And they were similar because, in both instances, it was
Walt Frazier to the rescue for
4111
the Knicks, On Saturday night,
he sank a jump shot, then stole
Boston's inbotinds pass, and
The teams were within four
By JOE EDWARDS .
flipped in a layup and finally
points throughout the last half
Associated Press Writer
hit two free . throws, all in the
Austin Peay outscored visThe rich got richer and the
closing minute, to key the vic- poor got poorer Saturday night iting Middle Tennessee 19-0
tory.
in Ohio Valley Conference bas- during a five-minute stretch
midway through the second
ketball action.
Frazier
Sunday.
on
And
the OVC half after trailing 55-49.
in
teams
four
The
clicked for 13 of his team-high
James "Fly" Williams, the
all won while the
23 points in the -final six min- first division
in the second division all nation's leading scorer at 33.4,
utes as the Knicks, whose 17- four
scored 31 points on 12 of 21
point third-quarter lead was lost.
floor shots and seven of nine
Tennessee
clipped
Morehead
whittled to just one point,
Tech 76-74 to remain in first free throws.
staved off the Celts' charge.
Austin Peay is now 4-1 and
place, while Austin Peay
The 76ers, with Kevin crushed 'Middle Tennessee 93- 12-3 while Middle Tennessee is
a
Loughery making his bornedeMurray thumped Western 14 and 6-6.
...but as their player-coach, ao- 44Kentucky 99-80 and Eastern
Host Eastern Kentucky broke
peered on the verge of halting Kentucky beat East Tennessee a 60-all tie in the last two mina 10-game tailspin. They led 66-61.
utes on a layup by Dan ArBuffalo 96-93 with 2,2 minutes
In tonight's games, East Ten- gabright who had 26 points,
to go. Then the roof caved in. nessee is at Merehead, Austin and two baskets by Charles
The Braves scored the last Peay at Western Kentucky, Mitchell.
eight poitits of the game, four Tennessee Tech at Eastern
Ron Mitchell and John Bar"littE
of them by Bob McAdoo, and Kentucky and Murray at rett scored 20 :points each to
"
".04
with
won 101-96 to saddle Philly
.•
Middle Tennessee.
pace the losers, now 1-4 and 7its 49th loss-in 53 games.
tiro
ist
I.eonard Ceirlters-riand
8. Eastern Kentucky is 4-2 and
•r
left 8-7.
In Sunday's other NBA free throws with 13 seconds
in
night
Saturday
Cookeville
at
swamped
games, Los Angeles
In Murray, the ThoroughTech.
Seattle 130-94, Chicago defeated Morehead's victory over
breds
outscored slumping West20Detroit 110-105; Houston topped Rich Stone then missed a
ern Kentucky 24-0 during a sixfor
buzzer
the
at
shot
jump
foot
Baltimore
Atlanta 116-108 and
its minute stretch in gni first half
beat Cleveland 102-93. Besides Tech as Morehead pushed
•
4.
'
.
Tech and coasted from then on.
•1111.
the Knicks' viotory Saturday. OVC record to 5-1 while
Murray's Les Taylor tallied
2-3.
to
fell
115Buffalo
Baltimore blitzed
30 ponits- to...pace all Scorers.
RE SLIARLEU TREAtits with plays late the Iasi break laynp.
"s"'""slirssetisaatee.sesesitsoln Kansa:sows Mow/heads 10-6 .osessiasslinik Western's-Jerry Hundy led his
the
in
Adel!, who came off the bench in the first half, used his
late
point
one
at
Darnell
33-22
led
Portland
129-126,
City-Omaha
"
team With 15.
surge
speed to get the Racers'fast break rolling. Adell scored
Tech
a
devasting
but
half,
first
Los
and
flipped Phoenix 116-109
4-1 and 10-4
now
is
Murray
the victors
interin
points
at
4b37
to
•
14
Angeles slugged Golden State sliced it
while Western is 0-5 and 4-11.
mission.
122-107
1‘
•

API*

4
,
4

•

tbk
111e key player in th,
points on this mine aga
points and sparked the
721 watch the action

.01•••
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Knicks Pull To Within One-Half
Game Of Boston With Twins Wins

OVC First Division
Teams Win Saturday

DON'T GET YOUR NOSE CAUGHT IN THE NET LES! It 14 as moves like this one by Les Taylor
that helped the Racers to a .563 shooting mark arid a lopsided 99-80 win over Western. Taylor. plasing
one of his finest games, scored 30 points and had a game high five assists.
i Staff Photo bs Mike Brandt

Nicklaus Wins Crosby Title In
Three-Way Sudden Death Playoff

19)

,

t

)47
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er
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fell back in the winds that.
hit something and just squirted
By BOB GREEN ..
reached35 miles per hour in
"
away
squirted
Just
away
Writer
Golf
Press
Associated
gusts. Each had one string of
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
alone
have Mart took fourth
most
, AP -- Jack Nicklaus lifted with a 72-285. three strokes five consecutive bogeys,
Wadkins
on
the
holes.
ocean
murand
skies
the
his eyes to
back of the three-man race for
mered: "How in the world did I the top spot Rod F'unseth, the had an 82-292 and Iverson 77287 .
ever win this one"
surprise winner of the Los An42nd
his
up
Billy Casper, the leader for
picked
He's just
geles Open, had a fourth contour triumph and his first of secutive top 10 finish with the the first two rounds, had a 76the young season in Bing Cros- day's best round. 69. He tied 287. Lee Trevino was 71-288. Ar
by's National Pro-Am Golf for fifth with Lee Elder, 73-2116. nold Palmer 76-297 with a four
putton the llth hole and AusTournament and he got it in a
tralian Bruce Crampton, the
fashion that Nicklaus described
Iverand
Don
I army Wadkins
as "one of the most unusual son, the young men tied for winner of the last two tour
I've ever won."
second starting the final round, events, was well back at 77-294
He and Ray Floyd were given
a second chance when Orville
Moody three-putted for a bogey
on the 72nd hole and set up a
three-way playoff for the $36,000 first prize.
Nicklaus won it, just as he
did in a playoff with young
Johnny Miller for this title a
By. Mike Brandon
The mile relay team turned in.
year ago.
a 3:18.6 to take first place in
ts.dger & Times Sportswriter
Moody and Floyd both had
Sophomore sprinter Cuthbert that event. Pat Francis ran a
missed their birdie tries when
the Golden Bear stepped up to .Jacobs gained two of Murray's 51.1 while Jacobs, running the
a 12-foot putt for a three on the five first places Saturday as the second leg, had a 49.0. Ashman
par four 15th hole, the Twat Racers finished third in a field Samuels turned in a 49.9 while
of six at the Univeristy of Soaerby, running anchor.
playoff hole.
turned in a- 48.6.
Nicklaus surveyed the situ- Illinois.
In the mile run,freshman Rod
Illinois won the meet with 88
ation, then glared at the hole in
characteristic fashion as if points while Lincoln University " Harvey turned in his best effort
daring the cup to refuse his had 46 and Murray 38. Nor-. with a 4;19.1 but did not place.
putt. He stroked solidly and a theast Missouri garnered fourth _Harvey's previous best..was a
smile broke out. He began place with 32 mints while 4:29.
Steve F'ord's 50-6 34 was good
walking before the ball got to Middle Tennessee of the OVC
the hole.
had 29. Kentucky State trailed enough for a third place in the
shot while Lester Flax finished
"As soon as I hit it, I knew the field with seven points.
Jacobs, the Freshman Athlete fourth in the long jump with a
the putt was going in," he said
It did and the Golden Bears of the Year last season, took 21-10s,
first in the 60 and in the 300.
was a winner again.
Sophomore Mark Hiestand
He and Floyd played the Jacobs turned in a 6.1 in win- tied for fourth place in the high
wind-whipped final round in ning the 60 and a 30.8 as he junlp with a 6-4 while Craig
one-under-par 71s and Moody, easily captured the 300. Jacobs gegerlin's fifth place in the pole
who held a four-stroke li*ad 30.8 ir nnfr-.Tterond off of the vault With a 13-6 earned one
starting the day's play, blew to mark held by Tonuny sT-Bird" point. Pat Verry turned in a 9.0
Turner, now assistant to in the 70 yard high hurdles for a
a 76 for a tie at 282.
Moody, Who won only $13,000 Murray coach Bill Cornell.
fifth place;
Senior Fred Sowerby also had
last season, and Floyd each colSaturday the Racers will have
a 4tme. as he won the 440 their first dual Meet as'they
lected $16,650. So that putt, aneasyti4
kfrom some 18 inches, that with
travel to Macomb, Illinois to go
Sam Torres, a three time against Western Illinois. Last
Moody missed on the 72nd hole
etirried a value of over 81.000 junior college All-Ametican, year, Murray lost. an indoor
captured first in the two mile
an inch.
meet at Western •flifffois butlin
• "I hit a good putt," the heart- run- with a 9:04.2. - Torres,.was the spring in an otitdoor Match
broken 01' Surge said. "It was seven seconds ahead of the at Murray the Racers won
going right at the hole and it second place finisher.
easily.

MSU Finishes Third
In Illinois Track

Randy Selton (201 o
Jackson Shelton toss
11 for the winning Ti

Joe Resig sat in t
his tired-looking fa
I walked over and
or hurting. Joe jum
out there now and
That's the kind o'
doubtedly, Joe is or
strong, he has a gr
team.
Now, it seems th
him, the Murray H
might have been k
He didn't stop J
Wells is the kind 6'
who is on him. But
strength to the be
George landott a
County was going
Calloway Count!
have everything,
was the confidenc
Murray had the 4
the floor, they kni
getting four inches
comes from the w
• For the past two
have gtine from fis
nobody down with
Bob Toon has ta
win and he has tur
win.
sat%
The Tigers may
but-if they dq, they
what it's all abou
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The Bengals made few
11. Then, George landult went noYers, while the Tigers had
mistakes during the second
aH the, way for a_ layup and it four.
the takers again led
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By DAVID HILL
Ledger Si Times Sportswriter
Spirit and determination we
out over material and skill
Saturday night as a scrappy
Murray High team handed
cross-town rival Calloway
.
• County a stunning 74-65 defeat
Still flying high from a bit win
over Sedalia the night before,
the Tigers were ready for the
game and wanted it badly. They
exploded in the first half, and
before the takers knew what
was going on,the Tigers had an
28 point cushion at halftime, 47-

ACC Remains Proponent
Of Champion-By-Tourney
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Viet Cong Delegation Refuses
To Present Credentials Today

192 Local Students On
University Dean's List

To be named to the Dean's
List at Murray State, a full-tune
student must make at least a
3.30 grade point average of a
possible 4.00. Grade point
averages are figured on the
basis of 4.00 for A, 3.00' for B.
2.00 for C and 1.00 for D.
. ..
Head count enrollment at
Murray State for the fall
semester was 7,257.
Included among the students
on the Dean's List are 192 from
Calloway County. They are:
Jerrs. W. Abbitt, William L.
Adams, Cynthia Alexander,
David E. Alexander, Gloria
Allbritten, Linda G. Allen,
Donna R. Almand, James H.
Armstrong, Cynthia C. Barnes,
Carol A. Barrett. Anne E.
Battle, Philip K. Battle, James
E. Bean, I..mda H. Beane, Kay
0. Beasley, Steven A. Beatty,
John M Belote,VIen L. Berrill.
Wilford 0. Bickel, Katie S.
Blalock, Richard E. Blalock,
Charles Blankenship, Michael
D. Boyd, Peggy N. Bridwell,
Barbara Bratain, Steven W.
Brooks, James J. Bryant, Mary
J
Buchanan, Jerry M.
Burkeen, Manta N. Burkeen,
Teresa C. Byerly, Michael E.
Cathey', Charlotte Chilcutt,
Hollis J. Clark. Patricia D.
Clark, Susy S Clearwater,
Donald L. Cleaver, Kathy L.
Cleaver, Myra L. Cleaver,
Kevin L Cooper. Roger D.
Cooper.
Sarah M. Cooper, June F.
Cottrell, Regina Cottringer,
Laverne Davis, Winford C.
Davis, Susan 1.. Dodd, Harold
Doran, Barbara M Drane.
Patrick J. Dunn, Michael
Etherton, Suzanne Evans,
Harolyn K. Ezell, Timothy E.
Fanrun, Richard V. Farrell. FA
D Fenton, Jerry D. Fergason,
Darlene Ford, Peggy J. Fortes,
Beverly D Fulks. Jerry N.
Fulton, Leah E. Fulton,
Georgiana Furgerson, Wanda
Garrett, Pliz.abeth Garrison.
Martha E. Goodman. Pamela
G Gray. Deborah Greenfield,
Harold G Grogan, Judy W.
Grogan. Claire R. Guay. Kathy
A. Hagan. Susan E Hale, David
C. Hall, Annette Haneline,
Kathryn J Hardie, Sandra K.
S. Harrell,
Hargrove, Dan
,Carolyn Hendon, Dorothy
Higginbothom, Fonda C.
k Hinkley, Nancy C. Holland.
Ricki L. Hopkins, Celia J.
Hughes, Glenn D Hughes.
Linda C Humphreys, Joe P
Hutson, Mark R. James, Dana
C Johnson

SAIGON ( AP) - The Viet
Cong delegation refused at two
sessions today to present its
credentials to the four-party
joint military coinmis..sion,
stalling the entire peace-keeping apparatus, a source close to
the talks said.
Hundreds more cease-fire
violations were reported ?cross
South Vietnam.
A third meeting was called
for tonight in efforts to resolve
the presentation of credentials
and another diplomatic snag.,
Nearly 150 additional North
Vietnamese delegates flown
from Hanoi to Saigon aboard
two U.S. Air Force C130 transports staged a plane sit-in at
Tan Son Nhut air base, apparently refusing to fill out customs and inumgration forms.

Veronica K. Shroat, Richard S.
Simmons, Marilyn L. Simons,
Ruby F. Skelton, Milissui A.
Sledd, Alesia G. Smith, Barbara
N. Smith, Mikel D. Smith,
Phyllis L. Spann, Jennifer
Spencer, Cynthia G. Steele,
Donald S. Steffey,

A total of 1,264 students at
Murray State University earned
recognition on the Dean's List
for the fall semester, including
203 with perfect scholastic
standings.

Johnnie Stockdale, Janice P.
Stone, Robert Stubblefield,
Terry Stubblefield, Sheila J.
Sinter. Deborah J. Tabers,
Bette K. Taylor, Marlene J.
Taylor, Mary A. Taylor,
William D. Taylor, Rebecca G.
Terhune, Ralph A. Tesseneef,
Amy K. Thompson, Kay P.
Threlkeld, Margaret
Trevathan, Elizabeth Tuck,
Mary L. Tutt, David S. Wall,
Betty J. Ward, Bob J. -Ward,
Euple E. Ward, Merle J.
Watkins, David W. Watson,
Linda E. Watson.
Mary Weatherford, Sue C.
Weatherford, Susan Dianne
West. Barbara E Wildey,
Johnny W. Williams, Brenda H.
Wilson, Margaret E. Wilson,
Mary E. Winter, Nancy J.
Wright, Deanna J Wolf, Ursula
E. Wutzke, Susan R. Ziegler,
and Albert Zimmerman.

Burley Sales
Resume Today

r.

Deborah J Johnson, Mark L.
Johnson, Bonita G. Jones. Linda
F. Jones, Suzanne A. Jones,
Katie J. Kemp, John P Klipsch,
Nancy C. Kursave, Theresa
lampkins, Mark A. Lassiter,
Deborah N. Lee, Kathy A.
Lockhart, Janie J. Boyd, Debra
J. Luther, Nelda K. Lyon,
Murrell B. Madrey, Nancy B.
Mathis, Mary R. McCuiston,
Diane P. McCutchen, Cynthia
McDaniel, Patricia McMullin,
Claudia D. Moore, Timothy W.
Morgan, Anne Morris.
Joyce M. Morrison, Donna J.
Murrdock, Sharon U. Myatt,
Frederick E. Myers, Jackie D.
Nanny, Susan K. Nanny, Jenny
L. Newberry, Judy E. Overbey,
Michael Overcast, James
D. Parker, Betty F. Payne,
Nancy C. Peterson, Scott C.
Peterson, Becky J. Powell,
John Querterrnous, Barbara H.
Raymond, Dennis W. Riley,
Linda D. Riley.
, Teresa G. Rogers, Pete A.
, Roney, Michael D. Rose,
Martha R. Rudd, Joy Santa
Barbara, James B. Scott, Gale
R. Sellars, Edith E. Sheeks,
. Donald R. Shelton, Donna M.
Shirley, Jane M. Shoemaker,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API Sales resumed on Kentucky
burley tobacco markets today
with fewer than half the state's
30 markets still open
With only 13 of the state's 30
markets still open for sales last
week, prices held steady, averaging $79.42 per hundredweight
or slightly below the $79.78
recorded the week before. The
average price for the season as
a whole, however, remained the
same at $79.49
Among the markets still
open, the highest price for the
season as a whole is at Shelbyville where $80.13 is the average season price on sales totaling 23,498,305 since sales started NON'. 20. The low season
mark among markets still selling is at Covington,. where
$78.22 is the average on a volume of 5,742.969
For last week. Lexington had
the high average of $80.33 on
sales of 1,358,796 pounds, while
..the_JPW „figure was at Louisville. with an average of $77.83
on sales totaling 310,243, according to figures supplied by
the state Department of Agriculture.
A total of 418,371,047 pounds
had been sold for the season
through last Friday.

Burley
Sales
For Week of Jan. 22-25, 1973
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Markets Pounds.Sold Average
Carrollton
658,253 79.40
Covington
349,686 77 88
Cynthiana
219,786 79.60
Danville
321,465 79.81
Harrodsburg
199,285 80.03
Lexington
1,358,796 80.33
Louisville
310,243 77.83
Maysville
1,065,462 77.86
Morehead
612,115 79.09
Mt.Sterling
292,095 79.25
Paris
201,326 79.99
Shelbyville
507,983 79.76
Winchester
408,774 79.43
Totals
6,505,269 79.24

PAINTINGS DISCOVERED
The painted caves of
Ajanta, India, covered with
5th Century paintings of Buddha, were discovered in 1819
when a party of British officers chased a fleeing panther
through a ravine into the
cave.

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to, 12 Noon New Staff Member: Dr. Totn-8eerd
Phone 753-2962

It was learned that U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker had
personally intervened for the
second time in two days in efforts to resolve the haggling.
The four parties -- the United
States, South Vietnam, North
Vietnam and the Viet Cong met for a total of three hours in
morning and afternoon sessions
but accomplished "absolutely
nothing," the source said.
The United States, South
Vietnam and North Vietnam
presented their credentials at
the first commission meeting
attended by all parties in the
morning, the source said, but
the Viet Cong refused. withaut
citing a reason.
-The protocol on the joint
commission makes no mention
GETTING READY TO GO-Spec. 4 John Wind of San Antonio, Tex., and Spec. 4 Robert Trousdale, of credentials.
rids",Kewanee. 111.. burn documents at Bien Hoe airbase in South Vietnam. They were preparing for
The stalled conference of the
doe departure of their salt of the Stb Cavalry from Vietnam.
four parties marked the first
'ti' Wirephoto
time the United States, North
and South Vietnam and the Viet
Cone met face to face across a
conference table in Saigon.

Nunn Gives Political
Thoughts In Interview
Huddleston campaign) was
By SY RAMSEY
against me," Nunn said. "They
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. t AP
-- did nothing for McGovern."
The former governor also
Louie B. Nunn, the unsuccessful Republican nominee for the said -the Democratic congressU.S. Senate, has suggested an- men got concerned" --presumother way of looking at last No- ably when GOP opponents unexpectedly materialized-"and
vember's outcome.
The prevailing assumption is worked to get out their party
that Nunn lost because many vote."
Who is now the leader of the
Kentucky Democrats, though
voting . for President Nixon, Republitan party in Kentucky?
-scratched" by switching to - "As the usual thing -it's conNunn's opponent, Walter Bud- sidered the ranking public ofdleston, instead of voting 11 fice-holder,' Nunn said. -'If you
straight GOP ticket
look at it that way, I assume
However, Nunn inclines to Cook "
But he added that to his
the belief that the Democrats
went to the polls basically as knowledge Cook has exerted no
an act of party allegiance to effort td take over, "and I certainly never did as governor."
vote for Huddleston.
Nunn said he assumes C'hairBut they did not want i Sen.
George) McGovern for Presi- .rnan John Kerr of Lexington is
dent and made sure it didn't chief for operational purposes
happen," he said. "That's and the GOP state central comwhere they scratched on the mittee will make policy
And how does Nunn view
ticket."
That was one of the political himself in the politicak,future?
"As another citizen of the
thoughts Nunn expressed during an interview as he relaxed commonwealth who happens to
in his private law office. He be a member of the Republican
went there after his term as party. When I'm asked to perform, I'll consider it
governor ended in 1971.
The same holds true with the
Nunn added a comment on
the size of his vote and said national administration, Nunn
few observers seem 1,o be indicated. aware of it. .
He said he is "not looking for
"I received 50,000 more votes
for U.S. Senator than I did for
governor in 1967," he said. "It
got more than 'Sen. Marlow
Cook did in t968 and more than
'former Sen. Thurston) Morton Jan, 25-72
ADULTS 110
did in 1962".
The records also show Nunn's NUILSF.RY 4
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
494,337 votes last fall exceeded

Hospital Report

that of fifmer Sen. John Sherman Cooper in the GOP landslide of 1966.
'The Huddleston combine "ran
a much better campaign than
we did," Nunn said, interjecting that he is fixing no
blame. "They had the power,
the threats, the money of the
I state) administration."
Nunn also acknowledged the
presence of "dissidents within
the Republican party, probably
going back to things that occurred when I was governor
some with and some without
my knowledge."
Ile did not elaborate, but implied there were patronage-type
difficulties which he sometimes
first heard about while campaigning last-year.
Nunn said the Democrats'
hammering on the sales tax issue- Nunn was governor when
two cents was added- undoubtedly was an important factor.
Rtatewitte
Democratic registration, he
said.
"And all the effort i in the
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Mrs. Linda Faye Young and
Baby Girl, Ht. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Master Gregory James
Miller, Rt. 2, Box 278, Murray,
Ronald Earl Jones, 1621 Sunset,
Murray, Kenneth Augustus
Grogan. 1322 Olive Blvd.
Murray, Mrs. Maggie lnogene
Herndon, Rt. 5, Murray. Mrs
Dorothy Fair Cooper, Rt. 7, Box
294, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Jones, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Lorette Marie Madden, 521 W.
9th St., Benton, Mrs. Daletta
Smothers and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Benton, FtIchard Anthony
Smith, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Lochie Fay Broach Hart, 1313
Payne St., Merrily, John Carvel
Houston, Rt. 1, Almo, Dennis
Daniel, General Delivery',
Murray.
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Two U S. C130 transports
landed shortly before noon at
Hanoi's Gia Lam airport, which
American jets bombed last
month. They picked up about
150 North Vietnamese officers
an thing to do and can't anticiand men for the joint military
called
Nixon
but
if
tit),"
pate
commission and flew them to
on hint, he would have to conSaigon. It was the first time an
soler the offer -how long the
military plane had
JO) might take and whether American
others could handle it as ade- landed in Hanoi since before
the Tonkin Gulf incident in Auquately.
1964.
The President has written a gust
On their arrival at the Saig'on
letter to. Nunn. It says Nixon is
airport, however, the North
deeply disappointed at the KenVietnamese refused to leave
tucky senatorial outcome. It
the plane, apparently because
notes Nixon is no stranger to
the Saigon government dedefeat either. It adds that when
manded that they fill out its
a man loses, he learns who his
customs and immigration
true friends are.
forms. A group of Viet Cong
The President's letter conhad balked similarly
cludes with the wish to continue delegates
on Sunday, until the governto be included among Nunn's
ment waived the requirement,
true friends
but another group of North
Vietnamese who arrived
Sunday had submitted to the
formalities without objection.

Pilot is First
Casualty Since
Vietnam Truce

SAIGON I.A.Py-a A U.S. helicopter pilot, wounded 'while flying an aircraft reported to bear
marks intended to indicate its
neutrality. died today. He was
the first American killed in
Vietnam since the cease-fire
went into effect Sunday morning.
The U.S. Command identified
the pilot as WO Anthony Dal
Pozzo, 22, of Santa Barbara,
Calif. It said he was wounded
by small-arms fire from the
ground while flying a courier
mission 10 miles southwest of
Can Tho, capital of the Mekong
Delta.
A second American aboard
the helicopter suffered minor
4-ounds. He was identified by
the command as Lt.. Col. Daniel
Rickard of Williamsburg, Va..
senior U.S. adviser in An Xuyen so,uthernmosU-prevince in
_
Vietnam. The incident occurred about
9:45 a.m., an hour and 45 minutes after the Vitnarn cease-fire
formally' went into effect, the
command reported.
Spokesmen declined comment
on the report that the helicopter.bore . special markings, but
Asowledgeable sources said it
was painted with vertical white
stripes which have been selected, subject to approval of
the four-nation Joint Military
Commission, as neutral markings for aircraft that it would
i
use on field missions.
-The chopper had the zebra
stripes and it was flying right
down on the deck so anyone
could see it," said one sour,,
-There was no way they the "
enemy') could have missed it."

Representing the 'United
States at today's initial meeting
was the deputy chief of the
American delegation, Brig.
Gen: Jahn-A. Wk)khanaJr., who
formerly was the US. Command's deputy chief of staff for
economic affairs.
Officials said the meeting of
all four parties paved the way
for the four-nation International
Commission of Control and Supervision to send out men to
begin policing the truce, probably Tuesday.
The ICCS also held its first
meeting, and Canadian delegate Michel Gauvin told a news
conference that representatives
from Hungary', Indonesia and
Canada are "ready to move out
now." He said the fourth member of the supervisory force,
Poland, would be ready' by
Tuesday and thus observers
would be in the countryside
within 48 hours of the ceasefire, as provided by the peace
agreement signed Saturday in
Paris.
Gauvin stressed that it .is up
to the joint military commission "to provide us with the
means of transportation and
the security to get to the regional headquarters."
He said demarcation lines
will be established by the joint
military commission. "We are
there to assist them," he declared.
As he spoke. Brig. Gen. But
The Lan, commander of the
South Vietnamese marines,
said two of his companies were
trapped under heavy' North
Vietnamese artillery fire at the
mouth of the Cua Viet river,
four frules below the demilitarized zone.
Lan said 20 marines had been
killed and 70 wounded since a
North Vietnamese tank and infantry' column launched an attack before dawn today.
The Saigon command accused the Communists of more
than 400 violations since the
cease-fire began Sunday morning. Most of the violations were
rocket and mortar attacks, infiltration of stnall units into
hamlets and cutting of key
highways. In two instances, the
command charged, the North
Vietnamese used tanks after
the cease-fire.
The Viet Cong radio accused
the Saigon forces of "many
acts violating the agreemeent
in a blatant manner" and
claimed that all. Communist
units "throughout the entire
area of South Vietnam have
completely carried out the
cease-fire." It charged that
President Nguyen Van Thieu
publicly violated the agreement
by prohibiting the people from
visiting their families in the rural areas to celebrate the

cease-fire and by ordering soldiers to stay with their units in
the field in order to send them
to the battlefields.
. When the cease-fire began,
Thieu urged troops to stay in
the field over the Tel festival of
the lunar New Year on Feb. 3
"to insure security for the
people."
The first riveting of the joint
military commission was delayed from Monday morning
until Monday afternoon by the
refusal of the first 10 Viet Cong
representatives to arrive-toldfout the Saigon government's
customs and immigratiori
forms when they arrived at
Tan Son Nhut airport. Apparently they felt this would constitute recognition of the Thieu
regime For 20 hours they.
stayed aboard their plane on
the runway,from Sunday afternoon until late Monday morning. Finally the government let
them land without filling out
the forms, saying it did so "in
the hope that needless obstructions such as those raised by the
delegation in question can be
put aside in the interests of
peace and in accord with the
spirit of the Pans agreement "

Workshop Planned
At Murray State
A three-day dairy. and beef
cattle artificial insemination
workshop will be held at
Murray State University Feb. 67-8.
To be conducted by the Curtis
Breeding Service, Bellevue,
Tenn., the workshop will open at
9 a.m. Feb. 6 in the assembly.
room of the Applied Science and
Technology Building, according
to Bill Cherry., the campus
coordinator for the program.
Participants completing the
course will be qualified for
employment at diary and beef
cattle insemination technicians,
Cherry' emphasized
Application forms may be
obtained from the Murray State
Department of Agriculture
offices in the Applied Science
and Technology Building, or
from any extension agent in the
Jackson Purchase area.
Tuition for the three-day
course is MO, Cherry said, a
check for which should accompany each application for
admission. These should be sent
to Cherry. in care of the MSU
Agriculture Department, betore
Feb. 1.
Classroom sessions will be
held each morning, with applications of the classroom
sessions carried out in practical
demonstrations
the
at
agriculture
University's
laboratory' farm in the ofter noons
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China
frets over
, '73 harvest
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FABRICS FOR

By ARTHUR C. !KILLER
t'opley News Service

HONG KONG Few thinga
are occupying Peking's attention more than the weather
and prospects for China's
gain harvests in 1973.
And there are plenty of reasons why the Chinese leadership should be concerned.
By Abigail Van Buren
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Several Murray High School
students presented an outstanding Tiger Talent Day
assembly program on Tuesday.
Harrel Brantley was chairman
of the event which was sponsored by the Student Council.
Bromley introduced Beth
Wilson, Gina Starks, and Jeff
Woods who sang "Helpless and
Hopeless" with their guitars as
accompaniment.
Rhonda Garland recited her
original prose composition
which discussed "Why I Think
Living Is Important."
Lucille Arnold, Willie Nell
Heed, and Rebecca Young
pantomined "Want Ads."
• Ain't Understanding
Mellow" was sung and performed by Deveen Perry and
Harrel Brandey.
recited
Harrison
Val
"Desiderata" with her guitar
accompaniment and then Val
and Debbie Bolls sang and
played "Country Road" and
West Virginia."
Roger Reed pantomined
"Thin Line Between Love and
plate."
Kathy Coleman presented a
piano solo, "Little White
Donkey," which was the first
French rock song.
A dramatic interpretation of
Edgar Allen Poe's "The Tell
Tale Heart" was given by Jana
Jones.
"Miss Heroine," a prose
selection, author unknown, was
presented by Deyeen Perry
A band composed of Jeff
Woods, Dan Tinsley, Barry
James, John Whitmer, and
Allen Wells entertained with
several selections.
"It was a great program,"
Principal Eli Alexander said in
complimenting the students
who performed and all who
helped organize the event.
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'Reverse Investment' Could Be Important
F'RANKFORT, Ky. —A little
known concept that Gov.
Wendell Ford referred to
several times in speeches last
year could play. an important
role in shaping Kentucky's
future economic development.
The concept is. "reverse invesunent.''
-Reverse _investment is an
important part of the changing
economic
of
activities
development," the Governor

It translates into
said.
programs that encourage
foreign-based firms to invest
their capital -and produce their
products in the United States.'
Roth the company and state
can benefit from these
programs, which are actually
the reverse of the traditional
situation—U. S. plants expanding overseas.
"The state will benefit
because of the new jobs that are

*low
ow'
' •

created and the equity a
company brings wherever it
locates," Ford explained. "It
will be to the comparty*s advantage not to have to pay
shipping costs to sell the
products in our country. The
company also might find lower
corporation taxes and a reduced
cost of labor in the new
situation."
The idea behind "reverse
investment,' Ford said, is to
improve the balance of trade
situation for the United States.
It provides jobs for American
workers to help counteract the
unemployment created when U.
S. plants have relocated in
another country.
"Reverse Investment'lit_zigt
entierly new thought„' Ford
said. "Many foreign firms have
studied the idea of locating in
America. A few have come to
Kentucky. But, the effort so far
has been fragmentary and
lacking in sound planning."
Now,the National Association
of State Development Agencies,
in cooperation with the U. S.
Departments of State and
Commerce, is beginning to
emphasize a "reverse investment" program that is wellplanned and widespread.
Kentucky's Department of
Commerce is. a member of
NASDA.
Reverse investment is seen
by economists as a highly
competitive venture in the
future. Ford believes that with
Kentucky getting in on the
ground floor, the state will find
itself in a much more advantageous position to entice
the quality of foreign industry

which would be seeking expansion.
According to state Commerce
commisSioner, Damon W.
Harrison, 38 states, including
Kentucky, will participate in
••Reverse Investment
Seminars" May 26-June 11 in
Japan. The .promotional. _conferences with Japanese industrial managers will be held
at Tokyo and Osaka.
"Japan, because of an extremely favorable international
trade balance and the desire to
avoid protectionism and import
restrictions,, is showing strong
interest in financing plants in
the United States," Harrison
said. •lhese plants will use
Japanese processes, but employ
- domestic workerik-nHarrison will be Kentucky's
representative
at
both
seminars. World trade directors
at four Louisville banks have
been invited to attend and assist
in encouraging Japanese industry to locate in Kentucky.
Special information
brochures, detailing Kentucky's
resources for industrial firms,
also will be distributed.
•During the past decade,
Kentucky has added 260,000
nonagricultural jobs, but we
still.have a job deficit in excess
of 200,000 when compared to the
average state," Harrison said.
"Between 300,000 and 350,000
nonagricultural jobs will be
required during the next decade
to eliminate these deficits.
-That's why we have initiated
this program to stimulate
reverse investment. We believe
it can stimulate economic
development in Kentucky."

Down Concord Way ..

Many From Area Now Patients At
Local Hospital; Visitors Here

-
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II) Estelle Spiceland
January U, W72
We are cautious about
becoming too optimistic about
the peace settlements, but if it
does materialize, it will be
wonderful.
In Second Chronicles 7:14 we
read, -If my people which are
called by my name, shall
humble themselves, and pray,
and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways, then
will I hear from Heaven, and
will forgive their sin, and will
heal their land."
Are we willing to agree to His
peace treaty?
There are so many sick and in
hcyspitaLs that after I returned
Saturday from a visit to some of
the wards, I said, "Thank you
Lord, that we are able to wait
on ourselves."
Mr. and Mrs. Chris McCuiston. an aged couple who
reared their family in the
Concord community, are in the
same room in Murray Hospital.
Guy Counts was Unit down the
hall. His wife was sitting with
him, leaving her aged sister
who lives with them, at home
alone.
Gilbert Parks was being
dismissed as his frail wife was
at his home with her helpless,
invalid mother, Mrs. West
Cook.
And there were only a few
examples of the hardships
sickness can bring,so we should

Pagliai's Pizza
510 Main Street
Phone 753-2975
* Under New Management *

,

,

daily count our blessings while
we are well.
Concorders welcome Bruce
Ferguson back from several
weeks in West . View Nursing
Home
Mrs Moella Smith and Mrs.
Maud Jones visited Herman
and
Mary
Montgomery
recently, bringing a beautiful
poinsettia to brighten Mr.
Herman's shut in days.
Mr and Mrs Guy Lovings
spent part of last week in
Georgia visiting the Luther
Heads, who like Kentuckians,
have been snowed in.
Several people including Mrs.
Robert Bucy, a. Buchanan
teacher, started reacting the
Bible thought while snowbound.
When disgusted with the
garbage on television, if you
care for history, read First and
Second Samuel, and learn about
Daiiid, then his Psalms, and the
Proverbs of his son, Solomon.
Could be as mind improving as
a session with the genealogical'
society.
Concord is getting ready for
spring with two new houses,
Edward Hendon's near Kelley
Smith, and Bob Farris' near
Lynn Ferguson. And, yet, the
carpenters, Kynois McClure
and Son,had time to go to
Ballard County goose hunting,
we read.
Crappie Hollow is soon
having some new residents: Mr.
Ham's daughter's family who
want to join her parents who
live there.
Since the trees are bare 1 can
see from our old home place the
lake covering the fields where
our father once tended corn and
tobacco. He never could have
imagined Crappie Hollow
becoming a resort.
I, too, am getting ready for
spring. 1 ordered a Peace rose
which I hope is symbolic of the
coming year.
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tests on sheep and dogs using
a. "semi-Heart," substituted
for the left chamber of the
heart as a cardiac pinup. The
animals -survived' for several
hours,
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according to a recent study
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Comnierce.
"By checking and main.taming proper inflation of tires,
motorists will find that they can
save themselves a lot of money
and needless tire. problems,"
Ormsby declared.
The Council says that underinflation rapidly incqeases
the tread wear of a tire. An
underinflated tire causes extreme flexing which in turn
generates heat, and heat is a
tire's worst enemy.
A report on the adverse effects of underinflation was
recently published by the SbuCouncil on Produet Safety of the
National Busineia- Council for
Corysumer Affairs. The study
was sponsored by the DepartSixty-nine percent of military
service deaths occur in the ment of Commerce.
"No precise studies are
United States, 13 percent in
Vietnam and 18 percent available on the exact
elsewhere throughout the magnitude of economic losses
world, a survey of insurance due to improper inflation,"
the
stated
researchers.
claims reveals.
The Veterans Administration "However, experience inreporg that of the 13 percent dicates that underinflation from
deaths -due to service in Viet- 4 to 12 pounds per square inch
nam,about half are attributable cuts tire life from 10 to 40
to hostile actions. The percent. In an annual market
remaining 87 percent of in- which totals several billion
service deaths elsewhere result dollars in tire sales, it is apfrom such caseS as illness and parent that the motoring public
pays many tens, and perhaps
accidents.
These and other findings are hundreds, of millions of dollars
based on a random sampling of more per year than it would if
Servicemen's Group Life In- all tires were operated at
surance iSGL1) claims which proper inflation."
Another recommendation of
*ere paid during July, August
and September. Under the SGI.I the report was for all motorists
program, administered by an to have their own personal air
company
and pressure guage as service
insurance
supervised by VA, military station air towers are often
personnel may be insured up to inaccurate.
Ormsby notes that the Tire
$15,000.
Servicemen's premiums pay Industry Safety Council offers a
the cost of the program, except Tire Safety and Mileage Kit
for extra costs arising from the containing an air pressure
haunts of military' service. page, tread depth guage, four
which are pied by the Fedecal spare valve caps and a 16-page
Government, VA officials said. Consumer Tire Guide. The kit is
The SG1.1 survey further available by sending $1.50 to
indicated that the Army, with 'Tire Safety," Box 726, New
the most personnel, ranks York, New York 10010. The
-highest in death casualties---47 guide itself is free of charge by
stamped, sellper cent. The Marine Corps has sending - a
addressed
envelope
to the UAW
-percent.
the lowest rate, 8
Approximately 99 percent of
servicemen who die are insured
under the S(;1,1 program, and
practically all carry the
maximum $15,000 coverage.
VA noted that approximately
The United States currently
servicemen
2.6
million
currently are insured under the imports 2.3 per cent of the 14.7
million barrels of fuel oil
program, which during its peak
provided coverage for 3.8 burned in the country daily.
By 1980, about 40 per cent of
million An additional one
million reservists have part the country's fuel oil needs
will be imported
time coverage.
Death claims for fiscal year
apto
amounted
1972
proximately $88 million. More
than $978 million in benefits has
A.
been paid out since the et.r• COWIECT•10 DAYS ?WC eINAL
bottlool.4.PS., t•ra 411-w-ew I
program's inception in 1965, the i3
No solos*. win
V,* col** A.
*
gam star PactuCAM.Ply eat•
agency said.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—When
a dieter loses a few pounds it
May be reflected in a better
figure. but for a car's tires to
lose a few pounds, the only
figure that changes is in the
bank balance.
Ross R.Ormsby, Chairman of
the Tire. Industry Safety
Council, points out that underinflation of automobile tires
may be costing consumers as
much as $250 million annually
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Prof. Karl Kremer. leading
a team of German scientists
in Du.sseldorf and Aachen,
says he hopes their development of an artificial heart
could be used to take the .
strain off airing hearts in human beings in a few years'
time.'
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
.c
evs
ARIES
ft- -( Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Believe in yourself and in the
soundness of your most worthwhile endeavors. Curb a tendency to downgrade yourself
and your efforts.
TAURUS
ti"l‘ei
( Apr. 21 to May 21
Scrutinize all offerings, but do
not miss out on good ones
through lack of confidence
Balance liabilities and assets
sheet, note and attend
requirements promptly
GEMINI
iloyer ti;
, May 22 to June 21i
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ik
4rl
t
41
4
ventures if you do not keep your
nund on immediate objectives.
I.et moderation be your
keyword.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Some restraint in order now:
also some rechecking of plans
Prospects brightening in
several areas. Be sure to make
the most of them.
LEO
'July 24 to Aug. 23)
Balance earnings against
expenditures, also study where__
tactics, moves should be
altered, stepped up or retarded
Sizes
Heed sound advice; shun
-"
ions.'
discuss
ss
needle
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't change plans or
methods without first consulting all concerned. Study
where changes ARE needed,
and to what degree. Press for
efficiency
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Endeavors of the past should
tang reward now. Keep up the
work! Handle all
good
obligations in your able fashion,
your normal way No doubt
about possibilities'
m _
SCORPIO
•
rtnOct. 24 to Nov 22)
Do not become too deeply
Family
involved in the affairs of others
or you could invite fatigue,
Size
distress. An excellent perle
possib
now
ce
forman
SAGITTARIUS
!Nov. 23 to Dec. 21, 3evii(ICY
In tight or tiring situations,
remain at ease, think things
out; don't rush in without full
data or know-how
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) '4.)
Take care of essentials
assiduously, with primary
factors thoroughly understood.
Fine aspects encourage bright
beginnings, sustained effort

.12fg
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RUBBER BOOT -
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Fleece lined for warmth.
Similar to illustration

LADIES TOPS

Lovely Shades

Reg.

Varied Styles, Sizes, and Materials

2,s1

$244

53.99

BOYS & MENS

SOCKS

MEN'S BANLON

AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Improving conditions, but
some areas need more patience,
stronger effort. Your special
talents qualify you to reap
benefits.
•
PISCES
• •
4..(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
You may not accomplish all
that you wish, but you will atthrough an
tain many things
unfaltering spirit of enterprise,
plus self-discipline Avoid hasty
decisions_
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, a
dynamic personality and a
limitless ambition for success.
Once set upon a goal, you let
nothing stand in your way. If
stymied by an obstacle, you
automatically circuit around
another way — and often find an
even better route to accomplishment. Getting along
with co-workers is easy for you
since you attract others without
even trying. You are intellectually inclined but, with
your delightful sense of humor,
are a lot of fun - to be with.
There's nothing aloof or
snobbish about you. Fields in
which you could excel: Writing,
painting, the stage, music,
politics and statesmanship.
Birthdate of. Franklin D.
Roosevelt, 31st Pres., U.S.A.;
Walter Damrosch, composer,
musical conductor.
•

•
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Emmert Attends Texas Seminar

the

D07011

Herb True, Ph. D., personal
relations authority; and
Rebecca
Liswood, M.D.,
popular sex and, marriage
counselor mei author.
Guest classroom instructors•
included Dr. Russell Erhardt,
prominent researcher and
lecturer in chiropractic X-ray
interpretation, and Dr. George
Goodheart, internationally'
known researcher, author and
lecturer on specially developed
chiropractic techniques in
kinesiology. The permanent
staff of instructors includes
some of the nation's top contributors to chiropractic
science.
In his'closing address to the
nearly 1,500 doctors, wives and
_-irs,is,Othr-\Dr. James W.
Pak*, p-r4siOent and founder of
h Foundation.
,
Breakthrough to Creativity;" emphasized the growth and
advancement of the modern
chiropractic
profession.
"Through the dedication of its
many conscientious leaders,"
he said, "chiropractic science
has proven itself worthy of its
present place as a leading
speciality in the health care

Garden Path
4 47v.,

•-•.• "j

Is

I'VE BEEN
THINI046 ABOUT
50/AETH1N6 .

we
lEmmert of Murray
Dr. Chi'
recently r turned from Dallas,
re he attended a
Texas.
.,...apecial research seminar
conducted by the Parker
Chiropractic Research Foundation.
bimonthly.L Parker
The
Seminars have reaelled international note in the past few
years, and they now draw
thousands of doctors and their
assistants from the entire
continent, Australia, and a
number of European countries.
The recent January 18-21
event was highlighted ,by
special guest appearances by
Cleve Backster, polygraph
expert who has researched
plant responses to their environment: Shafica Kereettni,

BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS

The following poem was sent And then He seemed to say,
in and although I do not know "Your life is like a garden
the author. it carried a good and if you'd like, we'll make it
thought, a good reminder, a beautiful thing.
durtng this slack season for
gardeners
"I'll furnish," He said "the soil of grace,
"PERSPECTIVE"
the sunshine of love,
By BOB BENSON
the rains of blessing,
the wonder of life
God and I raised a flower bed. But you must do the digging."
He roldiy did the most
I guess.
"Lord,' I said, -You just go
We used
ahead,
•
soil,
His
Make me what You mot n te
His air,
be,
His water,
make me a saint,
His life,
give me great faith,
His sun
fill me with compassion."
so
trivial
that
seemed
My part
I said,
"Oh, no," He said. "You've got
"Lord. You take those bulbs and
to
make them grow
keep your heart tilled,
right there in the box
hoe the weeds of evil,
Out in the garage
chop away the second-best.
You don't need me, Lord,
I'll make you anythingYou can do It by yourself"
Pure,
"Oh, no," He said"! want to do My part
Noble,
I'm waiting to begin,
Useful,
But you must do yours, too
Anything
You'll have to But only if you dig."
dig the bed,
biry the bulbs,
SHIPBOARD WEDDINGS
pull the weeds"
,An estimated 800 weddings
So I did my feeble part.
are expected to take place this
And God took that bulbyear aboard the Queen Mary
birst It with life,
in long Beach, Calif The,deal
fed it with sod,
includes minister of the
showered it with ram,
couple's choice, taped music,
drew it with sunshine
flowers and honeymoon night
Until we had a beautiful flower. aboard the retired liner
1.t xNt
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CHARLIE BRUN 14A5 REAL&
BEEN A DEDICATED BASEBALL
AfMA6ER HE'S CiEN:ATE0146
1,0140LE LIFE TO OUR TEAM

G.I. Bill
Enrollments
Up This Year
DR. MICHAEL J. GARDONE, JR., an associate professor of
economics at Murray State University since 1967, has been named
associate director for information and programs with the Kentucks Council on Public Higher Education, Frankfort. He will
assume the post Feb. 1, and will assist in the coordination of
academic programs in the state's eight publicly-supported
colleges and universities. Dr. Gardone, 37, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Michael J. Gardone, Sr 7735 Jane Street, Penn Hill Pa.,
-near Pittsburgh, and a 1959 graduate of Western Kentucky
Universits.
(Photo by Wilson ISootleyi
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GI Bill enrollments during
November topped November
1971 by 95,000 continuing their
climb toward a predicted two
million trainees during the
current fiscal year.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Donald E. Johnson
noted nearly 1.3 million
veterans and servicemen used
the
agency's
training
program-an 8 percent increase
over November a year ago, and
31 percent more than Novembee
1970.
November enrollments included nearly 760,000 trainees at
the college level; 415,000
enrolled below - college level;
and _about 101,000 pursuing. onJot training, Johnson said.
"Nearly 1.9 million trainees
used GI Bill benefits during
fiscal year 1972" he pointed out.
This is about, 18 percent more
than fiscal year 1971, 4nd 54
Peroent more than fiscal year
1970"
Education officials feel increased GI Bill allowances
authorized in October under
Public Law 92-540 make it
easier for veterans and servicemen to enter and remain in
training.This also applies to
wives, widows, and children of
veterans for whom the law
broadened
training
opportunities under the agency's
Dependents' Educational
Assistance program.
Eligible persons interested in
education benefits were urged
to contact any VA office, or
representatives
local
of
veterans service organizations.

Industry has
expeesive knower
Alcoholism is known as industry's $15 billion hangover,
according to an industrial
physician
This amount represents $2
billion for health and welfare
services: $3 billion in property damage, medical expense,
compensation claims and insurance, and a $10 billion
drain on the economy in lost
work tinie
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WASN'T BORN
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Dairy farmers in Western
Kentucky are facing a severe
cost squeeze in dairy feed
prices. Prices of some feed
items have increased as much
as 68 per cent In the last four
months
An example of rising feed
prices was cited recently by
Glen Sink, Manager of
Dairymen.
Inc.-Paducah
Division He states that one of
the most contrdon felds is an 18
per cent protein ration that
dairymen prepare from grain
and other feed ,supplements.
This tiem has increased in price
over $25 per ton in recent
months and this increase alone!
has increased milk production
cost 42 cents per hundredweight or over three cents per
gallon for the dairyman.
The cost of another major
feed additive, soybean meal,
has increased 55 per cent in the
last four months and 100 percent
since December a year ago," he
said, "and drastic increases
have also occurred in other feed
itrnes such as corn, hay, and
other roughages "
Sink attributed the feed price
increases to generally bad
weather conditions during the
current harvesting season. He

It has been a long time since
anyone accused me of referring to the drug ethyl alcohol
(C1.1150H) as a stimulant
Please check your library to
determine that ethyl alcohol
is a "depressant" drug and a
general anesthetic
I probably said, that by depressing certain central ner-

About ''delayed" effects. So
far as I know the only way to
get a delayed effect is to keep
the alcohol in the stomach fix
awhile It is possible to do this
by lining the stomach with
oily foods or by eating large
amounts of some foods, such
es mashed .potatoes or
bananas I want to warn that
such a practice is very dan--gerous and sometimes leads
to an overdose of the drug
Plenty-of research material
is being mailed to you on
hypoglycemia re alcoholism
Bob
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, Calif.921106
(Telephone 714-42.3-95gti

stated that corn, soybeans and local processors in the area by a
some small grains were ex- little over one cent a gallon or 15
tremely late being har;ested in cents per hundredweight efthis area and throughout the fective February 1, 1973 This
midwest Those of us who live in could cause local milk prices to
the cities sometimes make the be further increased even
mistake of saying that the rain, though a recent increase was
ice, and snow does not affect us, effective afterJanuary 1 of this
but it will surely cause us to pay year
higher prices in the market
• According trtSink, milk is Atli
place for food items.
According to Sink, Dairyman, the best buy in the market place
Inc. is a dairy farmer today. He cited a survey concooperative marketing the ducted by Dairymen. In. on
milk of some 9,000 farmers in January 20, 1973 that revealed
the Southeastern part of the the following price advantages
U.S with over 300 dairy farmer that milk has over certain other
members in Western Kentucky. products I. Idaho potatoes cost
states that 17 cents per pound as compared
He further
to milk's cost of 16 cents per
Dairymen, Inc and local
processors have bulk milk sales pound. 2. A six pack of beer
agreements which provide that costs $1.33 and a like amount of
the price of bulk milk to bottlers whole milk is priced at 71 cents
will be increased in 15 cents per 3. A six pack of canned soft
hundredweight increments drinks costs 79 cents and a like
based on the increases in the quantity of milk purchased at
Minnesota-Wisconsin series the same store costs 71 cent for
a savings of 08 cents.
price for milk, which in turn is
based upon the supply-demand
Sink doubts seriously if dairy
of dairy products in the big farmers can continue to
dairy states of Minnesota and produce enough milk to meet
Wtsconsin. He added that recent market needs unless the Adincreases in the Minnesota- ministration and Congress act
Wisconsin series price has quickly to grant emergency
caused Dairymen, Inc. to an- bulk milk price increases under
nounce bulk price increases to Federal marketing programs

Morehead And North Fork
Rails To Remain In Place
By Helen Price Stacy
If future hikers in the Clack
Mountain area of Rowan County
Stumble on rusty rails and
wonder why, they will be
making
those
one
of
rediscoveries of history for
which the Commonwealth is
noted.
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Dear Nurse

vous system areas, alcohol
can give the user a feeling of
being stimulated, i.e., giving
relief frorn a tired feeling. We
both know, I'm sure, that the
body is still tired but the person doesn't "feel" tired.
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By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
in the San Pedro (Calif.1
Pilot, I saw an article in the
editorial section that mentioned a delayed stimulating
effect from alcohol. I had never heard of this effect before
and was very interested
I would appreciate it if you
could send me either some
copies of articles or reference
list dealing with this subject.
Also, if you have any information dealing with hypoglycemia and alcoholism, 1
would appreciate it also.
Nurse

Local Dairy Farmers Feeling
Cost Squeeze In Feed Prices
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Alcohol isn't a
stimulant
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Those who lived in the shadow
of the great mountain or rode
the rails of the Morehead and
North Fork would be aware of
the memories left behind when
the four-mile railroad in Northeastern Kentucky said goodbye.
The M & NE has its inception
as the Morehead and West
Liberty Railroad Company
when articles of incorporation
were filed June 20, 1900 and a
right-of-way was.graded four
miles from Morehead to the foot
of Clack Mountain.
According to a history of
railroading in the area, the
mountain proved too much. In
1905 the four miles of grade
were sold to the Clearfield
Lumber Company, of ('learfield, Pa.
The new owners took a 25mile tour through Rowan and
Morgan Counties and in view of
the virgin timber and vast
deposits of coal and clay in the
region, decided to extend the
line and change the name to the
Morehead and North Fork
( sometimes oalloquialized to
orehead and No Fuller). A
headquarters was b tit in a
Rowan County' c
unity,
Clearfield, named for e town
in Pennsylvania.

'Jump rail- and land on then'
sides. Because nothing could be
done at the time, the remaining
cars started toward Clearfield
At lost Point Cut, in the Winding Stairs section of Morgan
County, four more cars left the
track.
Crosley, thinking McClellan
was a bit nervous and that the
train might need a steadier
hand the rest of the way, took
the controls and headed on, but
in a rugged section near
Paragon, they felt a jerk and
saw still another car jump 11w
track
By the time the two-car train
reached Clearfield, it became
one of the longest, most
frustrating and embarassing
runs in railroading.
Four tunnels had to be cut for
the road's 25-mile length. Hand
tools, man and mule power
performed the job. One was 1354
feet through Clack Mountain,
another, called Popping Rock
Tunnel. was 725 feet.
Rains, floods and the'
depression years pulled the last
whistle on all but four miles of
the road in 1933.

Hauling clay and .clay
products, wood pulp and gravel
kept the road alive -until Jan. 15,
The late Murvel Crosley, for. 1973. The old -"Blue Goose"
• many year's president of the M steam engine) had made its
last run several years ago, so
SiN F, told about a WO*. and
the farewell ride was by diesel.
Engineer Cleff McClellan wade
in the mid -1950'4 with a 12 car
According, to M & N F
train loaded with timber, coal supertnnelent, Roy
CassitY,
and merchandise from Morgan the track.s will not
be pulled some.
County.
those future hikera mia
e6fa
r
,11MrfrViftriii
At Adkins Curve, two miles'
and ponder the 73-year history
from Redwine, McClellan
of the Morehead and North
looked back to see five cars Ferk.

Call
753-1916
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Sell It With
SERVIt7ES OFFERED

FOR RENT
NICELY FURNISHED me
bedroom apartment, private
entrance and parking. Near
university. Can be seen at 1405
J29C
Poplar.

HELP WANTED

Another

MIAMI DOLPHIN

TermHes
i at Your Home

Spiders

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!

year
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the
r
Summe
and
Winter
round

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

ot*************************ft
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NOTI('E

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

View*

MALE FULL time day manager
needed. Must be neat, clean and
with desire to push ahead. Experience desired, but not
necessary. Salary open, benefits
included. Contact Mr. Dailey in
person at Burger Chef, 1304 West
F'IC
Main.

Call
753-1916

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES - DIRECT SERVICE

Lloyd F. Evans

"Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center"

0
0

N -0-T-I-C-E

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevislon
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

MurraVtablevision
It You

Miss Your Paper
Pletise Phone

She has something
everyone needs.
He needs it
desperately.

Your

Paper Carrier
First
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eet
act
icy
ler
ns

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile
HOME
REMODELING

Bill Houghton

ir
be
ng
Id
In
a

If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
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he
0
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Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

MYHILL & WILSON
APPLIANCE
SPRAY PAINTING

Music Lessons

he
ist

el
15,
its
so

y,
so

th

FOR RENT

rWANT TO RENT

Pianos-Organs

0

Jan. 31 they Feb. 3
CAPRI THEATER
Nightly Sand 815pm
Saturday Matinees
I IS and 3 30 pm
For Every Family!

G
TLIN
ES
WR
- KING OF SPORTS Calloway County High School
Murray, Ky.- 8:15 p.m.

Gym

SATURDAY, FEB. 3

Mail bee

All& INN

an

07 tun
.mm1 ei mime. aria car.. bolos NO

COWBOY

Rex Allen & Bobby Whitlock vs.
Kurt & Karl Von Brauner
MANAGF I) BY GENTLEMAN SAUL WEINGEROFF

GIRLS * GIRLS * GIRLS

Janette Collins vs. Marlene Belkas
Buddy Hack vs. Sweet Daddy Watts
Admission Gen. $2.00-Ringside-I3 011
('hild Under 12-$1.00

Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees

Complete
LICKETY-SPLIT
Take-Out Service
TRIANGI,E INN

oeringmeyer
A
a Murray' Chiropractor who is
Kentucky
also president of
Lake Toastmaster Club will
an open lecture on
give
Acupuncture, Tuesday. Jan. 30,
it Works, how
M 7.30 p.m.
it relates4o nerve function, and
how it relates to Chiropractic.
The public is invited and
refreshments will be served.
For reservations or other information phone 753;2%2. J29C

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Only
Sale. Wednesday
Returned
econt off all
10
Open till 7 00 P

NA
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Tickets For
Release Of POW List Brings
Campus Lights
Mixed Reactions From State
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Dies Saturday
At Age Of 89
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Marion Purcell of Louisville
was relieved and "very delighted," while her 9-year-old
son, Kelly wants to knini ."what
it's like to have a father."
In Bowling Green, 77-)ear-old
Nelson Fleenor is preparing to
travel to Virginia to see his son
after more than five years.
And in Highland Heights,
Ky.s Earl Branch has adopted a
"wait-and-see" attitude toward
homecoming plans for his son
until he finds out how his son
feels.
Elsewhere in Kentucky. some
families also are holding onto a
wait-and-see attitude, but
mixed with some bitter 4cItsappointment.
Mrs. Purcell, Fleenor and
Branch are the only Kentuckians known so far to have received worst that a relative is
on the list of prisoners of war
released by the North Vietnam-

ese in Paris Saturday.
The news came as a surprise
to none of them.
Mrs. Purcell, whose husband
Alr-Fo(eett. -Coi. Robert-Purcell was shot down in July,
1965, has received 11 letters
from him during his captivity.
Still, she said. Kelly and her
four other children are excited.
"All they can think about is
dad," she said. "They even
dreamed about him." She said
she is "getting prepared, putting the good clothes aside so
they'll be ready*to pack."
Nelson - fleener, whose SOR,
43-year-old Col. Kenneth R.
Fleenor of the Air Force was
on the list, said he had received
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